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1

Red leather fleece lined gun slip, max. internal
length 47½ ins £40.00 - £60.00

2
3

4
5
6

25

Canvas and leather fleece lined gun slip, max.
internal length 46 ins £30.00 - £50.00

Red plastic adjustable rifle rest; Box containing
gun slip, scope rings, mould handles, books, etc
£20.00 - £30.00

26

4 x 15 Webley scope; two leather holsters; air
pellets and paper targets; cleaning kit, gun slip,
canvas cartridge bag £30.00 - £40.00

3,500 x .22 Bisley Long Range air pellets; .22
BSA Meteor/Supersport air rifle barrel £30.00 £40.00

27

Two leather cartridge bags; 12 bore canvas and
leather cartridge belt £20.00 - £40.00

Two early .177 BSA 10 shot air rifle rotary
magazines £10.00 - £20.00

28

Three shooting sticks and two leather cartridges
belts £30.00 - £40.00

Box containing three paint ball guns, masks,
hoppers, paint balls, etc £30.00 - £50.00

29

Staffordshire Terrier leather harness, plus one
other leather dog harness (2) £20.00 - £30.00

120L British Army rucksack, 2 x side pockets,
Army shirt, jacket, rifle cleaning kit £20.00 - £30.00

30

Misc. items to include: hay nets; bridle and bit;
game bags; gun slip; dog collars; mouse traps;
infra red bulb and lamp etc. (2 boxes) £20.00 £30.00

31

Forestry equipment to include: carabiners;
chainsaw chains; harnesses; climbing rope; Stihl
mixing bottle etc. £30.00 - £50.00

32

Misc. shooting items to include: game bags; dog
tether; ear defenders; steel security cables; gas
heater; XXl green carry holdall; air pellets; BBs
£30.00 - £50.00

33

Quantity of repair tools including vices, clamps,
solder set, blueing and browning solutions
together with two LEE reloading machines £40.00
- £60.00

7

Brady canvas and wicker creel, together with two
other creel baskets (3) £20.00 - £40.00

8

500 (2 boxes) x E.A.R classic ear plugs £20.00 £30.00

9

Two camo nets, each approx 10ft x 10ft £30.00 £40.00

10

Three tactical accessory kits comprising bi pod,
scope mounts, laser and gun light, unused £20.00
- £30.00

11

Hazel shooting stick, horn grip with inset Purdey
head stamp, magnetic ferrule, 45 ins overall
£30.00 - £50.00

12

Wooden cased set of three gunmaker's
turnscrews £40.00 - £60.00

34

Vintage pig skin cartridge bag (100 capacity
approx.) with webbing strap £40.00 - £60.00

Boxed tool sharpening station and fittings £20.00 £30.00

35

Deben Tracer gun light £20.00 - £25.00

13
14

Tan leather fleece lined gun slip (max. internal
length 48 ins) £30.00 - £50.00

36

6000 x .22 & .177 Bisley air pellets £40.00 £60.00

15

Two leather target rifle slings; canvas cartridge belt
£20.00 - £25.00

37

Two .22 Anschutz MSR RX22 ten shot magazines
£30.00 - £50.00

16

Nikko Stirling Crown Explorer III slingshot, boxed
as new £10.00 - £20.00

38

Beretta Optima chokes: Skeet steel, Cyl steel,
Xtra Full, Imp Cyl steel (4) £50.00 - £60.00

17

Payne Galwey leather cartridge bag (75 capacity)
£30.00 - £40.00

39

Whitewing single stack electric clay trap (a/f)
£50.00 - £80.00

18

Three 12 bore cleaning kits; Prolight 12v spot light;
Beretta polo shirt (new), size 3XL; Buffalo Redline
hunting shirt (new), size 3XL £20.00 - £40.00

40

Vanguard Equalizer Pro 1 rifle bipod £40.00 £60.00

19

12 bore cleaning kit in wooden case £20.00 £25.00

41

Primos 2nd Gen. Trigger Stick monopod 33-65
ins; Primos Bi Stick accessory top (2) £50.00 £80.00

20

Remington 1100 (20/28 bore) stock and forend
£20.00 - £40.00

42

Real Avid 'The Gun Tool' multi-tool £10.00 - £20.00

43

21

'Hyper Disc Throw' hand clay thrower £10.00 £20.00

Vanguard anti-slip rubber rifle sling; Two Z Aim Pro
Stalker rifle slings, as new £40.00 - £60.00

44

22

25 x new square section air rifle springs £50.00 £80.00

16 full bodied pigeon decoys and 1 crow decoy;
Six rolls of adhesive faux animal print covering
£20.00 - £40.00

23

Two .50 case extractors; Three .303 case
extractors £20.00 - £30.00

45

Five boxes of Sightmark quick release tactical
scope mounts, as new £20.00 - £30.00

24

2 boxed Lee Safety Powder Scales; boxed Kinetic
Bullet Puller (3) £20.00 - £30.00

46

Quantity of gunsmithing tools, parts, cleaning
solutions, etc £20.00 - £25.00
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47

8 various brass mounted shotgun cleaning rods
£20.00 - £30.00

48

Five various antler tips (for knife grips/walking
sticks) £20.00 - £25.00

49

Three various shotgun/rifle slips £20.00 - £30.00

50

Two wooden walking sticks, one with brass foot
cap £10.00 - £20.00

51

Two packs of plastic full body flying pigeon
decoys; crow decoy £10.00 - £20.00

52

Large quantity of cleaning rods including Parker
Hale, Bisley air rifle cleaning kit etc. £20.00 £30.00

53

Five Gunstick Pro .22 Master Gun care kits
£20.00 - £30.00

54

Five leather cartridge belts; leather belt; document
wallet; two tubs saddle soap £10.00 - £20.00

55

Cased Olight X6 Marauder LED flashlight £10.00 £20.00

56

8 x 16 bore Bisley snap caps; 20 x 20 bore
Wildhunter snap caps £20.00 - £30.00

57

Two Intercept gun sleeves; five Allen gun socks;
six Allen buttstock pouches; assorted other
storage pouches £10.00 - £20.00

58

Three various game dressing bags; quantity of
Bisley puppy dummies; various dog leads £10.00 £20.00

72

Various hunting equipment to include: Predator
long range calls; Acme duck call; Acme Bird &
Game call, Buffalo drinks bladders; insect
repellant; head nets; shooting glasses; hand
warmers £15.00 - £25.00

73

Box containing Wildhunter amplifier speaker,
gunlights, filters, powerpacks £30.00 - £50.00

74

Three Buffalo USB LED spotlights, boxed £20.00 £40.00

75

Nite Stalker 100W hand held flashlight, boxed
£10.00 - £20.00

76

Quantity of Hoppe's Bore Snake rifle cleaning kits;
Bore Blitz shotgun cleaning kits (2 x 12 bore, 2 x
.410) £20.00 - £30.00

77

Buffalo River knife roll, boxed (5 pieces plus
sharpening block) £20.00 - £25.00

78

Hawke tactical lasers: 2 x red; 4 x green (6)
£10.00 - £20.00

79

Two Wildhunter 9-13ins bipods; two other bipods
(4) £10.00 - £20.00

80

Five Deben 9-11 ins bipods, boxed £20.00 - £30.00

81

Four Webley Pro Tilt 6-9 ins bipods, boxed; Deben
AimPod (5) £20.00 - £30.00

82

Wooden cased Napier finishing kit; two Tru-Oil
gunstock finishing kits £10.00 - £20.00

83

Hawke ProStalk 5mp camera with IR and video,
boxed; ATN battery extender kit (2) £30.00 £50.00

59

Quantity of various rifle slings and straps £10.00 £20.00

60

Quantity of Tracer cables, charging leads and
other accessories £20.00 - £40.00

84

Tray of cleaning equipment: brushes; snap caps;
humane bird dispatchers £20.00 - £30.00

61

Large quantity of Bisley and other cleaning
brushes £20.00 - £40.00

85

4 x boxed ATN IR850 Pro long range infrared
illuminators £20.00 - £30.00

62

Assorted cartridge belts and other belts £10.00 £20.00

86

6 x hand clay launchers; 2 various shooting rests
£15.00 - £20.00

63

Two tan leather Western Holster Rigs £10.00 £20.00

87

8 x 20 bore cleaning kits £20.00 - £30.00

88

Polecat telescopic tripod; X3M1 tripod (2) £15.00 £25.00

8 cans of Tetra Gun degreaser; 23 cans of RWS
lubricant £10.00 - £20.00

89

Three Bisley tie-out stakes; bag of dog whistles
£10.00 - £20.00

Tin containing large quantity of airgun pellets and
box of Umarex rifle darts £20.00 - £30.00

90

Box containing mixed spray wax, bore scrubber,
degreaser, etc £10.00 - £20.00

64
65
66

Two EvoPod3 tripods £10.00 - £20.00

67

Bundle of Parker Hale and other cleaning rods
£20.00 - £30.00

91

Egerton-Chubb bore gauge, boxed £100.00 £200.00

68

Handheld slingshot with spare bands and quantity
of ball bearing shot £10.00 - £20.00

92

Four gun slips; four internal barrel protectors
£10.00 - £20.00

69

Box of shooting equipment to include: choke tubs;
cleaning cloths; chalk targets; snap caps;
glasses; predator call; reactive targets; spot lamp
etc. £10.00 - £20.00

93

Two shooting sticks, Paradox cleaning rod (as
new), ear defenders, grouse markers, gun stand,
horn £20.00 - £30.00

94

Parker Hale cleaning kit; two boxed Parker Hale
turnscrew sets; Wildhunter rifle cleaning kit (4)
£20.00 - £30.00

Two target pellet catchers by SMK and Gamo
£30.00 - £50.00

95

Green Napier padded gun slip £10.00 - £20.00

96

Four metal ammunition boxes £20.00 - £30.00

Box of packaged and loose swivel sets £20.00 £30.00

97

2.5L compressed air gas cylinder with valve gauge

70

71
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98
99

and charging hose £40.00 - £50.00

122

50 x 4ft nylon heavy rabbit nets, as new £50.00 £60.00

Two gun cleaning kits (as new); two gun slips; leg
o' mutton gun case (a/f) £20.00 - £25.00

123

Two sections of deer antler £10.00 - £20.00

124

Walnut pistol stock blank; Walnut stock blank (2)
£20.00 - £40.00

Box of miscellaneous items to include cartridge
belts, gaiters, Beretta shorts, wooden ammunition
box etc. £10.00 - £20.00

125

Quantity of new canvas rifle slings/straps, two
Pachmayr recoil stock pads; three military rifle
cleaning kits and two pullthroughs £20.00 - £30.00

Two boxes containing quantity of various shotgun
stocks £20.00 - £30.00

126

Box containing various scopes, optics covers, etc
£10.00 - £20.00

101

Six various magazines: Browning HP; Beretta 92,
etc £20.00 - £40.00

127

Box containing various trays of gun parts/spares
£30.00 - £40.00

102

Quantity of .177 air pellets, four 88g Co2
canisters, and quantity of paper targets £20.00 £30.00

128

Box containing quantity of miscellaneous gun
spares/parts £30.00 - £40.00

103

Two wooden long bows, each stamped 15lbs,
length 53 ins (2) £20.00 - £25.00

129

Box containing large quantity of air rifle springs
and two rifle stocks £30.00 - £40.00

104

Perazzi adjustable comb stock and forend £50.00 £100.00

130

Twelve Nor-Lyx gun locks with keys; Thirteen
Wamadet security cables £30.00 - £40.00

105

20 bore leather cartridge belt, leather cartridge
bag, Protektor cartridge pouch and belt £30.00 £40.00

131

Browning B25 stock and forend £50.00 - £100.00

132

4 x .22 & 1 x .17 Parker Hale cleaning rods (5)
£10.00 - £20.00

106

Protektor Model leather rifle rest; Beech effect
three gun stand

133

40 x garment security cables and locks (new)
£20.00 - £40.00

107

Five various gun slips £20.00 - £40.00

134

108

Canvas and leather fleece line gun slip (max.
internal measure 46½ ins) £30.00 - £50.00

Three various fleece lined nylon shotgun and rifle
slips £20.00 - £25.00

135

109

Shooting stick with leather seat; Leather game
bag (2) £30.00 - £40.00

Six pairs of ear defenders and box of Hornet clay
pigeon discs £20.00 - £25.00

136

Four various powder flasks £10.00 - £20.00

110

Five various gun and rifle slips £20.00 - £30.00

137

111

Five various gun slips £20.00 - £30.00

Laminated thumb hole rifle stock with rubber butt
plate £20.00 - £30.00

112

Quantity of various shotgun cleaning kits £20.00 £25.00

138

Brady canvas game bag, gun slip, duck and rabbit
calls, ebony handled turn screw, 12 bore cleaning
kit £20.00 - £40.00

113

Quantity miscellaneous ebony and other brass
mounted nipple keys, jags, Joyce percussion
caps, brass mounted leather shot flask, etc
£30.00 - £50.00

139

Beige canvas 'The B.B Snowdon All British
Rucksack' with Scouting pennant and travel
patches £10.00 - £20.00

114

Quantity of various steel and other cleaning rods,
mops, jags, pull throughs, snap caps, etc £20.00 £30.00

140

4 x 32 Nikko Stirling Silver Crown scope with
mounts; 4 x 15 ASI rifle scope; target shooting
glove, sling and wooden pellet box £20.00 - £40.00

115

Leather, canvas and other cartridge bags, canvas
gun slips, leg o' mutton gun case, etc £40.00 £60.00

141

Various cleaning equipment to include brushes,
cleaning solvent, with two cleaning rods £10.00 £20.00

116

Box containing quantity of magazines, rifle pull
throughs, ammunition boxes, etc £30.00 - £40.00

142

25 x new square section air rifle springs £50.00 £80.00

117

Swiss Arms rifle carry slip together three other
gun slips (4) £20.00 - £30.00

143

Spare Lot

144

Spare Lot

118

Canvas holdall containing various cartridge belts,
bags, pouches, etc £30.00 - £40.00

145

Spare Lot

146

Spare Lot

Fleece lined leather gun slip (max. internal length
47½ ins), together with another gun slip (2) £50.00
- £60.00

147

Spare Lot

148

Spare Lot

149

Spare Lot

150

Spare Lot

151

.444 Marlin reloading dies £20.00 - £30.00

100

119

120

Two leather cartridge bags £20.00 - £30.00

121

Box of cleaning brushes, rods, lubricant etc. with
choke gauge £10.00 - £20.00
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152

15 x 8x68S RWS unprimed brass cases £10.00 £20.00

178

Lyman Universal electric case trimmer with pilots
and instructions £30.00 - £40.00

153

59 x .300 Weatherby Magnum unprimed brass
cases £10.00 - £20.00

179

154

80 approx. x New Winchester WSSM cases
£10.00 - £20.00

Dillon loading press with three powder measures,
die holders, round counters, primer sorter £40.00 £60.00

180

.223 Remington die set (new); 100 x .22-250 new
unprimed brass cases; Two universal case loading
blocks; Quantity Lee shell holders/gauges; 100 x
.257 Sierra 100gr heads £20.00 - £30.00

155

400 (approx.) x .220 Swift new un primed brass
cases; Quantity of .243 once fired brass cases;
part box No.210 large rifle primers £20.00 - £30.00

156

Two Lee bullet moulds (.358 and one other),
press, quantity of lead heads £20.00 - £25.00

181

300 x .243 Nosler 55gr heads; 300 x .243 Sierra
70gr heads £40.00 - £60.00

157

MEC cartridge loader £30.00 - £50.00

182

158

500 x .25 Speer heads for reloading £20.00 £40.00

200 (approx.) x 6.5mm (.264) Lapua 139gr heads
£20.00 - £30.00

183

300 (approx.) x 6mm (.243) Lapua 105gr heads
£20.00 - £30.00

159

100 x 20 bore Eley new primed paper cartridge
cases £20.00 - £30.00

184

500 x .224 Hornady V-Max 50 & 55gr heads
£30.00 - £50.00

160

100 x 16 bore Holland & Holland Dominion new
primed paper cases £25.00 - £35.00

185

161

100 x 12 bore Eley 2 ins new primed paper cases
£20.00 - £25.00

400 x .224 Hornady V-Max 60gr heads £20.00 £40.00

186

162

90 x 10 bore Eley Winchester Cannon new primed
paper cases £30.00 - £50.00

300 x .308 Hornady V-Max 110gr & 150gr heads
£30.00 - £40.00

187

163

88 x 16 bore Eley 3 ins new primed paper cases;
100 x 16 bore Eley Grand prix new primed plastic
cases £30.00 - £40.00

.222 RCBS die set, neck sizer and prescision
micrometer £30.00 - £50.00

188

.577 die set £20.00 - £40.00

189

.357(mag)/.38(spl) RBCS die set £20.00 - £40.00

Box mounted 8/10/12 bore loading tool £20.00 £40.00

190

.30-06 RCBS die set £20.00 - £30.00

191

.30-06 RBCS die set £20.00 - £30.00

165

Box containing .44(mag) RCBS loading dies, bore
snake, mixed brass cases, dies, etc £20.00 £30.00

192

.308(win) Redding Competition seating die £20.00 £40.00

166

100 x 6mm Nosler 80gr ballistic heads for
reloading £30.00 - £50.00

193

.308(win) RCBS trim die set £20.00 - £40.00

194

7.62 x 39mm RCBS FL die set £20.00 - £40.00

167

1000 x Winchester Magnum large rifle primers
£30.00 - £40.00

195

.44(spl) & .44(mag) RCBS size carb set £20.00 £30.00

168

1000 x Remington Magnum 9.5 large rifle primers
£30.00 - £40.00

196

.45-70 RBCS die set £20.00 - £30.00

197

1000 x CCI small pistol primers; 300 x Fiocchi
small pistol primers £30.00 - £50.00

.243(win) Redding Competition seat up die £20.00 £30.00

198

.22-250 RCBS die set £20.00 - £30.00

170

600 x CCI No.10 & 11 primers £20.00 - £30.00

199

.22-25 Redding die set £20.00 - £30.00

171

Case-Gard gun maintenance rest; Lee auto primer
and Lee powder scale (boxed); two hard plastic
pistol cases £30.00 - £40.00

200

100 x 6.5 x 57mm Mauser once fired boxer cases
£10.00 - £20.00

201

172

27 x 4 bore (1 inch) heavy brass cases in
transport case £50.00 - £80.00

1400 (approx.) x 9mm heads for reloading £20.00 £40.00

202

173

RCBS reloading tools £20.00 - £40.00

Large quantity of new and once fired brass cases,
9mm, .303 commercial, and others £20.00 - £30.00

174

Quantity of mixed brass cases for reloading
£10.00 - £20.00

203

Five relaoding die sets: 9mm; .222; .303, etc
£30.00 - £40.00

175

.357mag/.38sp, .45 Short Neck, .457 die sets
£20.00 - £25.00

204

.358 Lee 6 cavity bullet mold, boxed £20.00 £30.00

176

Large quantity of mixed rifle and pistol primers,
Magtech and CCI £30.00 - £40.00

205

28lbs Eley No.7 lead shot £30.00 - £40.00

206

177

Quantity of .45-70 Govt. brass cases and heads
£30.00 - £50.00

28lbs Sheldon Bush No.9 lead shot £30.00 £40.00

207

Lyman Tru-Line Junior press, small bore wads

164

169
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cards and primers £20.00 - £40.00

229

Helston stock bending jig £40.00 - £60.00

208

8 bore capper/decapper, quantity of felt wads and
cards, 8 paper cases £20.00 - £30.00

230

Newboult & Thorp hydraulic dent raiser £50.00 £100.00

209

Quantity of no.4, 5.5 & 6 lead shot £40.00 - £50.00

231

210

RCBS Model 5.0.5 reloading scale, RCBS
reloading dies and JR3 press in wooden carry
case £30.00 - £40.00

Clymer Winchoke choke installation tooling;
Clymer long forcing cone reamer; Clymer
expandable choke reamer with through barrel bar
and bushings (all 12 bore) £50.00 - £100.00

211

Lyman Pro 1200 Turbo Tumbler, boxed with bag of 232
mixed media £20.00 - £30.00
233
1000 x Federal Champion small pistol primers;

Five gun steel security cabinet in green h.52 ins x
w.17 ins x d.9½ ins with keys £40.00 - £60.00

212

1000 x CCI No.300 large pistol primers; approx.
300 x Remington No.11 black powder percussion
caps £30.00 - £40.00
213

214

234

Large quantity of .44 Special, .44 Remington
Magnum and mixed other once fired brass cases;
235
quantity of .44 Mag and other bullet heads £30.00 £40.00
Large quantity of reloading equipment to include:
Lee electric melter; RCBS powder measure;
RCBS bullet-sizer lubricator; ammunition boxes;
Lyman ingot mould; Lee autoprimer; Lee bullet
moulds; catapult etc. £40.00 - £60.00

Steel ammunition/pistol security cabinet h.24 ins
x w.14 ins x d.10 ins with key £30.00 - £50.00
Steel four gun security cabinet, double locks with
keys, h.54 ins x w.11¾ ins x d.9½ ins £40.00 £60.00
Steel 4/5 gun security cabinet, double locks with
keys, h.53 ins x w.12¼ ins x d.10¾ ins £40.00 £60.00

236

Six gun steel security cabinet, double locks with
keys, h.51½ ins x w.16 ins x d.9½ ins £40.00 £60.00

237

Veneer clad six gun steel security cabinet, double
locks with keys, h.51½ ins x w.16 ins x d.9½ ins
£40.00 - £60.00

238

Oak gun cabinet, the bevelled glass on three sides
with the interior to hold two guns, height 51 ins
£50.00 - £80.00

215

40 x .22-250 once fired brass cases £10.00 £20.00

216

Spare Lot

217

Spare Lot

218

Spare Lot

239

Spare Lot

219

Spare Lot

240

Spare Lot

220

Spare Lot

241

221

Free standing 240v shot blasting cabinet, internal
dimensions w.900mm x h.600mm x d.600mm
(gloves a/f), with Numatic 240v dust vacuum and
three tubs of glass beads £100.00 - £200.00

Brady canvas and leather gun case, red baize
lined fitted interior for 30 ins barrels £50.00 - £80.00

242

Canvas gun case with red baize fitted interior for
29½ ins barrels (lock a/f) £30.00 - £50.00

243

222

Denford TDS9 3 phase pedestal double ended
polishing machine (1hp), quick change 'pigtail' end
fittings, with quantity of muslin felt and sanding
wheels, wheel cleaning brick and buffing wheel
rake £200.00 - £300.00

Kite over and under gun case with red velour
interior for 30 ins barrels; wooden gun transport
box (max internal length 43 ins) (2) £30.00 - £50.00

244

Leather gun case, green baize lined fitted interior
for 30 ins barrels, Harrington & Hussey trade label
£40.00 - £60.00

245

Oak and leather gun case with brass corners, red
baize lined interior for up to 31 ins barrels, W. J.
Jeffery London trade label £100.00 - £150.00

246

Canvas and leather cartridge magazine £80.00 £120.00

247

Brady type canvas and leather gun case, claret
baize lined fitted interior for up to 28½ ins barrels
£40.00 - £60.00

248

Leg o' mutton gun case; vinyl gun case (2) £20.00 £40.00

249

Leather gun case stamped R.H.F, green baize
lined interior fitted for up to 28 ins barrels, William
Evans trade label, with two cleaning rods; leather
gun case, red baize lined interior fitted for up to 30
ins barrels; two 12 bore green baize barrel keepers
(3) £30.00 - £50.00

250

Leather gun case with fitted interior for up to 30 ins

223

Barrel blacking: 3 x Brownells gas
blueing/blacking pipe burners; 3 x double tank
stands; 2 x blacking tanks; Small stainless steel
blacking tank, and various baskets, fittings, etc
£50.00 - £100.00

224

Six Brownells full view checkering tools with
quantity of cutters, jointer, and two checkering
files £50.00 - £100.00

225

Power Custom Sear & Hammer Series 1 stoning
fixture £40.00 - £60.00

226

Rifle barrel removal wrench £20.00 - £40.00

227

Foredom flexi-shaft pendant motor, treadle
operated speed controller with two drills and
various felts discs and burrs £80.00 - £120.00

228

Coltri Sub MCH-6 3 phase high pressure air
compressor, year 2008, with instruction manual
(for buddy bottles, etc) £200.00 - £300.00
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barrels, Cogswell & Harrison trade label £40.00 £60.00

273

Oak and leather gun case with brass corners and
circular escutcheon, red baize lined fitted interior
for 30 ins barrels, Henry Clarke Leicester trade
label £50.00 - £100.00

274

Oak and leather double gun case with brass
corners, red baize fitted interior for 30 ins barrels,
Westley Richards trade label £100.00 - £200.00

251

Canvas and leather gun case fitted for 30 ins
barrels £30.00 - £50.00

252

Hard plastic gun/rifle case with eggshell foam
lining £20.00 - £30.00

253

Black plastic gun case with tan leather trim, red
padded interior, combination locks £15.00 - £30.00 275

254

Black heavy duty foam padded transport case
£10.00 - £20.00

255

Green canvas gun case with green baize lined
interior (straps and handle af) £10.00 - £20.00

256

Tan plastic Gun Guard foam padded transport
case £10.00 - £20.00

257

Leather cartridge magazine with brass corners (no
straps), six oak divisions with leather lifters,
Charles Rosson Derby trade label w.19 ins x
d.13½ ins x h.6¼ ins £200.00 - £300.00

276

Leather fleece lined twin gun slip with carry sling,
approx. 46ins £20.00 - £30.00

Leather motor case with green baize lined fitted
interior for 30 ins barrels, Army & Navy 155
Victoria St. Westminster trade label, with pair 12
bore Army & Navy snap caps, brass mounted two
piece cleaning rod £100.00 - £150.00

277

258

Three various black plastic foam padded transport
cases £10.00 - £20.00

Three Flambeau foam lined hard plastic rifle cases
£20.00 - £40.00

278

259

Red hard plastic fitted gun case £20.00 - £30.00

260

Leather motor case with brass corners, red baize
lined fitted interior for up to 30 ins barrels, Charles
Ingram 18b Renfield Street Glasgow trade label
£80.00 - £100.00

Mahogany double pistol box, the green baize lined
fitted interior for two large percussion revolvers,
with reproduction percussion cap tins, brass
powder flask, brass bullet mould, steel cleaning
rod £50.00 - £100.00

279

Two foam lined hard plastic rifle cases £20.00 £25.00

280

Canvas gun case for restoration; Leg o' mutton
gun case stamped R.H.G.W. (2) £20.00 - £30.00

281

Black canvas gun case green baize fitted interior
for 30 ins barrels, Watson & Hancock trade label
£30.00 - £40.00

282

Oak and leather gun case for up to 30 ins barrels for restoration £30.00 - £50.00

283

Tan canvas rifle case, green baize lined fitted
interior 47 ins overall, John Rigby & Co. trade label
£50.00 - £80.00

284

Baron leg o' mutton modern gun case, together
with vintage leather leg o' mutton gun case, both
for 28 ins barrels (2) £40.00 - £60.00

285

Walther black plastic foam padded transport case
with brown leatherette gun slip £10.00 - £20.00

286

Spare Lot

287
Canvas and leather gun case, green baize lined
fitted interior for 30 ins barrels, Charles Hellis trade 288
label £40.00 - £60.00
289
Oak and Crockodile skin gun case with brass
290
corners (handle missing), red baize lined fitted
291
interior for 30 ins barrels £60.00 - £80.00

Spare Lot

261

Plano hard plastic rifle transit case with 6 point
closing and key, eggshell foam padded lining, l.44
ins x d.13 ins x h.6 ins £40.00 - £60.00

262

Three Leg o' mutton leather gun cases £40.00 £60.00

263

Two canvas and leather gun cases, each with
baize lined fitted interiors for 30 ins barrels (2)
£40.00 - £60.00

264

Brown vinyl covered gun case, fitted interior for 30
ins barrels £30.00 - £40.00

265

Canvas and leather muzzle loading gun case,
green interior for 30 ins barrels £40.00 - £60.00

266

Wood gun case, green baize lined interior for 30
ins barrels £40.00 - £60.00

267

Leather gun case, red baize lined fitted interior for
30 ins barrels, Cogswell & Harrison trade label
£40.00 - £60.00

268

269

270

Brady canvas and leather gun case, green baize
lined fitted interior for 29 ins barrels £40.00 - £50.00

271

Gunmark leatherette gun case, green baize lined
interior fitted for up to 30 ins barrels £30.00 £40.00

272

Good leather leg o' mutton gun case for up to 28
ins barrels, brass lock, leather handle and
shoulder strap £30.00 - £50.00

BidMaster Office
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Spare Lot
Spare Lot
Spare Lot
Smock Denison Airborne Troops jacket by John
Gordon & Co. (size 7) c.1946, together with two
pairs of camo trousers and two canvas holdalls
£30.00 - £40.00

292

Barbour & Sons Ltd. wax jacket, size 40/36
£20.00 - £30.00

293

L/XL brown shooting suit (jacket and trousers)
£30.00 - £50.00

294

XL green shooting jacket with fleece lining £40.00 £60.00

295

Wilson blue sports jacket together with 3 pairs
green shooting trousers £20.00 - £30.00

296

XXL Sunridge green full length insulated shooting
suit £10.00 - £20.00

297

Tog24 fleece jacket, size 2XL and Loden cap
£30.00 - £50.00

298

Andrew Tucker small bore leather shooting jacket,
size M £40.00 - £60.00

299

Seven Castellani beige mesh style shooting gilets
(Sizes: 2 x 40, 42, 2 x 44, 2 x 46) £15.00 - £30.00

300

Pair of Klobba rubber thigh waders in black, size
10 £10.00 - £20.00

301

Deerhunter shooting gilet in black and red, size
XXXXL; TopGun Clothing Ltd gilet in black, size
2XL; spotting scope in grey cartridge bag (af)
£10.00 - £20.00

318

Magazines: approx. 20 volumes of 'Guns Review'
1989/1990; 26 volumes of 'Guns Review' misc.
dates; 14 misc. volumes of 'Target Guns'; 14
various Wallis & Wallis catalogues 1988 £20.00 £30.00

319

Holland & Holland Collection folio A Brief History
Of The Company 1976 with a reproduction 1910-12
catalogue, together with a folio 'Famous Sporting
Prints VII - Shooting' c.1930 £30.00 - £50.00

320

Three binders containing copies of The Shooting
Times, together with framed and glazed print of a
grouse £10.00 - £20.00

321

Four Vols. Steel Canvas; Winchester by R. L.
Wilson; Jane's Infantry Weapons 1983-84 & 198990 £20.00 - £30.00

322

20 vols: The Gun And Its Development; The
Bullets Flight From Powder To Target; The Worlds
Submachine Guns; Illustrated Encyclopedia Of
Hand Guns; Gunsmithing, and other shooting
related titles £40.00 - £60.00

323

2 vols: Collecting Shotgun Cartridges by Ken
Rutterford; Cartridge Headstamp Guide by P.
White & B. Munhall £20.00 - £30.00

302

Quantity of leather belt pouches £20.00 - £30.00

303

Three pairs Lemigo Wellington Boots, sizes 42, 43
& 44, as new £30.00 - £40.00

304

B-Square waders size XXL; one other set of
waders £20.00 - £30.00

305

Green military style shirt and trousers; Khaki
military jacket with sewn badges £10.00 - £20.00

324

John M. Browning American Gunmaker, hardback
£20.00 - £30.00

306

Wingfield fleece lined shooting jacket, size XXXL
£20.00 - £40.00

325

307

Time Star padded waxed cotton jacket in blue,
size XXL £20.00 - £30.00

3 vols: Rifles And Ammunition by H. Ommundsen
& E. H. Robinson; Text Book Of Ammunition, War
Office 1926; Treatise On Ammunition, War Office
1915 £50.00 - £60.00

308

Two shooting vests, size XXL £20.00 - £30.00

326

309

Kombat UK Ghillie suit, size XL £20.00 - £25.00

310

Spare Lot

Eight binders of Shooting Times & Country
magazines January 1967 - December 1970 £30.00
- £50.00

311

4 vols: The Modern Shotgun by Major Gerald
Burrard D.S.O. 1-3; Experts on Guns and
Shooting by G.T. Teasdale-Buckell £20.00 - £40.00

327

Framed and glazed original water colour of a Vixen
and Cubs by renowned wildlife artist R David
Parry, 32 ins x 24½ ins
£60.00 - £100.00

312

Quantity of Weller & Duffty past auction
catalogues £20.00 - £30.00

328

313

16 reproduction gun makers catalogues: Holland &
Holland, Stephen Grant and others £20.00 - £30.00 329
50 original editions 1930's Shooting Times £30.00 £50.00

Set of four framed and glazed prints after Howitt:
Snipe, Hare, Partridge and Woodcock shooting
£40.00 - £50.00

314
315

316

317

Guns in History. Approx. 21 titles to include: Blair,
330
C ed., 'Pollard's History of Firearms'; Hogg, I.V.
and Bachelor, J.H., 'Arms of the American
Revolution'; 'The Armories of the Tower of London'; 331
Nickel, H., 'Arms and Armour through the Ages'
etc. £20.00 - £30.00
332
Guides and Encyclopaedias. Approx. 26 titles to
include: Hogg, I.V., 'The Illustrated Encyclopaedia
333
of Firearms'; 'Guns of the World - The Complete
Collectors and Traders Guide'; Smith & Smith,
'The Book of Rifles'; Wilkinson, F., 'The World's
334
Great Guns' etc. £20.00 - £30.00
335
Annuals. Approx. 15 titles to include: 'Arms and
Armour' Vol.1; 'Shooter's Bible' 1965; Fadala, S.,
'Black Powder Handbook'; 'Gus Illustrated' 1974
6th ed. etc. £20.00 - £30.00

BidMaster Office

336
7

Four hand coloured engravings after Howitt,
Partridge, Pheasant, Grouse & Duck, each
approx. 5½ ins x 4½ ins in card mounts £100.00 £200.00
Six framed and glazed prints: Thelwell, Peter
Scott, John Gould and others £20.00 - £30.00
Large framed coloured print: Spaniels £20.00 £40.00
Framed and glazed coloured print: Spaniels
£20.00 - £40.00
Thirty various prints of mainly flintlock and other
continental pistols £20.00 - £30.00
Spare Lot
Boxed Leeds 5, 1/2 ins Classic Trotting reel;
Boxed Single Action Fly Reel; Allcocks of
England reel; one other reel (4) £50.00 - £80.00
9½' Hardy Ultralite #6 two piece trout fly rod in

Hardy rod tube, as new £150.00 - £250.00

hard plastic case £100.00 - £200.00

337

Hardy No.2 LRH 10ft two piece split cane spinning
rod with cover; Allcock 9ft two piece split cane
fishing rod with cover (2) £40.00 - £60.00

362

.177 Falcon SWP2700PS PCP bolt action air
pistol, wood stock, Hawke Sport Dot sight £80.00 £100.00

338

Hoyt (USA) compound bow; Barnett Lil' Banshee
compound bow (2) £50.00 - £80.00

363

339

Three recurve bows by Ben Pearson (Colt 7070),
Quicks (Peregrine II) and Greenkat (3) £60.00 £80.00

.177 Dan Wesson Co2 6 shot revolver, nickel
finish, black rubber grips, no. 14C34314 £30.00 £50.00

364

.22 Webley Senior air pistol, chequered wood
effect grips, no. 2329 £40.00 - £50.00

340

Twelve various longbows and two crossbows (a/f)
£50.00 - £100.00

365

.177 Colt Defender Co2 air pistol, no. 13F62709
£30.00 - £40.00

341

Four compound longbows (without strings) and
quantity of arrows £30.00 - £60.00

366

.177 Skif A-3000 Co2 air pistol in hard plastic
case, no. 6288 £30.00 - £40.00

342

5ft Petron wood laminate recurve bow with sliding
sight and slip £60.00 - £80.00

367

343

5ft Hoyt 3 piece take down recurve wood laminate
bow with slip £80.00 - £120.00

.22 Crosman Medalist II pump up air pistol (seals
a/f), boxed with quantity of air pellets £20.00 £30.00

368

.177 Feinwerkbau Model 65 side lever target air
pistol, with transport case, no. 42581 £120.00 £180.00

344

5ft Les Howis 3 piece take down wood laminate
recurve bow with slip £80.00 - £120.00

345

5ft Les Howis Forest Ranger wood laminate
recurve bow with slip £60.00 - £80.00

369

.177 Gamo PR45 pump up air pistol, no. 0313077
£30.00 - £40.00

346

Spare Lot

370

347

Spare Lot

.177 Daisy Power Line Model 717 side lever air
pistol, no. 18180 £30.00 - £50.00

348

Spare Lot

371

.177 Webley Hurricane air pistol, open sights, no.
nvn £50.00 - £60.00

349

Spare Lot

372

350

Spare Lot

.22 BSA Scorpion break barrel air pistol, open
sights, cocking aid, no. RB34853 £70.00 - £100.00

351

.22 Webley Tempest air pistol, boxed with tin of
Webley air pellets £40.00 - £60.00

373

.177 Crosman 357 Co2 revolver, no. 590527356
£30.00 - £40.00

352

.177 Original Model 5 break barrel target air pistol,
boxed, no. 07 76 £50.00 - £80.00

374

.177 Magnum Research 'Baby' Desert Eagle Co2
air pistol, boxed £20.00 - £40.00

353

SMK PBMI Co2 repeating paintball gun, brushed
gunmetal finish, with hopper, Co2 adapter and
canister £40.00 - £50.00

375

.177 Gamo P-800 break barrel air pistol, boxed
£20.00 - £40.00

376

354

.22 Italian break barrel air pistol; .177 Diana
repeating air pistol; .177 Milbro air pistol; two GAT
air pistols (5) £30.00 - £50.00

.177 Skif A-3000 Co2 air pistol, cased with spare
magazine £60.00 - £80.00

377

.177 Crosman American Classic Model 1377
pump up air pistol, no. 197800123 £20.00 - £30.00

355

5.5mm (.22) Weihrauch Sport HW45 air pistol,
boxed as new, no. 426781 £80.00 - £120.00

378

FVM Condor break barrel air pistol (cal 7?) £20.00 £25.00

356

.177 (BB) ASG Ingram M11 Co2 air gun, multi
shot magazine, no. 16E12759 £30.00 - £40.00

379

.177 Walther PPK Co2 air pistol, no. 9L05823
£40.00 - £60.00

357

.177 Brocock Grand Prix S6 PCP multi shot air
pistol (no magazine), bolt action, laminated
ergonomic grips, Hawke Sport Dot sight £80.00 £120.00

380

.177 Walther (Umarex) Red Hawk Co2 air pistol, 8
shot rotary magazine, no. J41000788 £50.00 £60.00

358

.177 Air Arms Alfa Proj PCP target air pistol,
ergonomic wood grips, Hawke Sport Dot sight with
barrel weight, valve, seals etc in aluminium flight
case £100.00 - £200.00

381

.177 G10 repeating air pistol, no. 95079115 £30.00
- £40.00

382

.177 Webley Alect target air pistol (a/f), cased
with accessories, no. 00822 £40.00 - £60.00

359

.22 Artemis PP700S PCP air pistol, black plastic
grips, boxed £100.00 - £180.00

383

.22 Original Model 5 target air pistol, tunnel
foresight, grey plastic grips £70.00 - £90.00

360

.22 SMK PP700W PCP air pistol, green plastic
grips, boxed £100.00 - £180.00

384

.177 Briton tin plate air pistol £30.00 - £40.00

385

.22 EM-GE break barrel air pistol (a/f), brown
plastic grips, barrel cocking aid, no. 54377 £20.00 £25.00

361

.177 Walther Hammerli AP20 PCP air pistol,
target grips, charging valve, gauge, etc, in makers
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386

Approx. 10'000 x 0.2g Airsoft BB pellets; approx.
12'900 x 0.35g steel BB pellets; together with
quantity of practice ammunition and rotary clips
£20.00 - £30.00

411

.22 Chinese underlever air rifle, open sights £40.00
- £60.00

412

.22 Relum break barrel air rifle, mounted Hawke
scope, no. 81771 £40.00 - £60.00

387

Quantity of 12g Umarex CO2 capsules £20.00 £40.00

413

388

.177 Valtro Co2 semi automatic air pistol, 8 shot
rotary magazine, in hard plastic case, no. M04167
£30.00 - £40.00

.22 Gamo Hornet break barrel air rifle, synthetic
pistol grip stock with recoil pad, mounted 4 x 20
scope £60.00 - £100.00

414

5.5mm (.22) Weihrauch HW80 break barrel air
rifle, fitted silencer, mounted 4 x 32 Bushnell
scope £80.00 - £120.00

389

.177 Colt (Umarex) Single Action Army Co2
revolver, boxed with instructions £40.00 - £50.00

415

390

.177 Beretta (Umarex) Elite II Co2 repeating air
pistol, boxed with instructions, no. 12M39124
£40.00 - £60.00

.22 BSA Airsporter underlever air rifle, original
sights, mounted 3-9 x 40 Sterling scope £80.00 £120.00

416

391

.177 Walther (Umarex) PPK/S Co2 repeating air
pistol, boxed with instructions, no. 13D00259
£40.00 - £60.00

.22 BSA Meteor break barrel air rifle, open sights,
no. TH58159 £30.00 - £50.00

417

5.5mm (.22) Weihrauch HW80 break barrel air
rifle, fitted stainless steel silencer, leather sling,
Monte Carlo stock with recoil pad, 3-9 x 32 Nikko
Stirling Mountmaster scope, no. 938342 £100.00 £150.00

392

.177 Walther (Umarex) CP99 Co2 repeating air
pistol, in hard plastic case with instructions, no.
J131142989 £30.00 - £50.00

393

.177 Gletcher P08 Co2 repeating air pistol, boxed
as new with instructions, no. 22P8B2471 £50.00 £80.00

418

.22 NAC Commando break barrel air rifle, mounted
4 x 20 Milbro scope £30.00 - £40.00

419

.22 Chinese break barrel air rifle £20.00 - £40.00

394

.177 Parabellum-Pistole P.08 (Umarex) Co2
repeating air pistol, boxed as new with
instructions, no. 13H28421 £40.00 - £60.00

420

395

.177 Sig Sauer X-Five P226 S Co2 repeating air
pistol with laser sight, no. 12915039 £30.00 £50.00

4.5mm (.177) Weihrauch HW35 break barrel air
rifle, tunnel ramp and aperture sights, Prince of
Wales stock with cheek piece and recoil pad,
leather sling, no. 990407 £100.00 - £200.00

421

.22 BSA Airsporter underlever air rifle, beech
stock, mounted 4-16 x 56 AGS scope £70.00 £90.00

422

4.5mm (.177) Weihrauch HW99S break barrel air
rifle, mounted 3-9 x 40 Hawke Vantage scope, no.
1422690 £80.00 - £100.00

423

4.5mm (.177) Weihrauch HW80 break barrel air
rifle, fitted silencer, pistol grip stock with cheek
piece and recoil pad, mounted Weaver K6W MicroTrac scope, no. 906268 £100.00 - £150.00

424

.177 Original Model 23 break barrel air rifle £40.00 £60.00

396

.177 Walther (Umarex) P38 Co2 repeating air
pistol, boxed as new with instructions, no.
14A57416 £40.00 - £60.00

397

.177 Dan Wesson 2.5" Co2 revolver, boxed with
instructions, no. 13C31001 £30.00 - £50.00

398

BB KSC P230 semi auctomatic compact air
pistol, boxed as new with instructions £30.00 £40.00

399

BB KSC G17 Series semi automatic air pistol,
boxed as new with instructions £30.00 - £50.00

400

.177 Feinwerkbau Model 65 sidelever target air
425
pistol, no. 99039 in wooden transport box with
quantity of pellets and dispenser £150.00 - £200.00 426
.22 Webley Premier air pistol with canvas holster,
no. 2416 £40.00 - £60.00
427

401
402

.177 Crosman 357 Magnum Co2 air pistol, with
foam padded zip case £50.00 - £60.00

403

Spare Lot

404

Spare Lot

405

Spare Lot

406

Spare Lot

407

Spare Lot

408

Spare Lot

409

Spare Lot

410

Spare Lot
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.177 BSA Meteor break barrel air rifle, original
open sights, no. ZE9998 £40.00 - £50.00
.22 Webley Rebel pump up air rifle, synthetic
stock, boxed, no. A10000170 £40.00 - £60.00
.22 BSA Goldstar underlever air rifle, rotary
magazine (a/f - stuck in action), moderated barrel,
open sights, recoil pad, no. GS01359 £30.00 £50.00

428

.22 BSA Meteor breal barrel air rifle, no. TH97923
£30.00 - £40.00

429

.22 Chinese underlever air rifle, fitted silencer,
mounted 4 x 40 scope £20.00 - £40.00

430

.22 Relum Tornado underlever air rifle £20.00 £25.00

431

.177 BSA Cadet break barrel air rifle (stock a/f)
£20.00 - £25.00

432

.22 BSA Airsporter underlever air rifle £30.00 £50.00

433
434

453

.22 SMK break barrel air rifle, fitted silencer, open
sights £30.00 - £50.00

.22 Sussex Armoury Jackal AR7 side lever
tactical air rifle, 4 x 20 scope, no. 07928 £100.00 £150.00

454

.22 Gamo Shadowmatic break barrel multi shot air
rifle, open sights, grey synthetic stock with recoil
pad, no. 224003 £40.00 - £60.00

.22 Sussex Armoury Jackal Hi Power side lever
tactical air rifle, mounted 4 x 20 scope, no. 09456
£100.00 - £150.00

455

.22 Original Model 50 underlever air rifle, tunnel
foresight, ramp rear sight, pistol grip stock with
recoil pad, no. 251558 £90.00 - £110.00

456

.177 Bügelspanner 'Original Will' underlever air
rifle, octagonal barrel with open sights, the action
top plate stamped WAFFEN-LOESCHE
BUCHSENMACHEREI HANNOVER, trigger guard
lever compression, the stock with cheek piece and
steel butt plate £200.00 - £300.00

435

.22 SMK break barrel air rifle, fitted silencer
£30.00 - £40.00

436

.22 Webley Mk3 underlever air rifle (pellet receiver
missing) £40.00 - £60.00

437

.22 Westlake break barrel air rifle, mounted 4 x 32
ASI scope £30.00 - £40.00

438

.22 Webley & Scott D-Ram break barrel air rifle,
fitted silencer, adjustable sights, scope grooves,
black synthetic stock, boxed, no. 016323330
£60.00 - £100.00

457

.177/.22 Decimeater air rifle silencer £20.00 £30.00

458

.22 Webley & Scott VMX break barrel air rifle,
fitted silencer, adjustable sights, scope grooves,
black synthetic stock, boxed, no. 016323328
£60.00 - £100.00

.177/.22 Decimeater air rifle silencer £20.00 £30.00

459

.22 Umarex 850 Air Magnum Co2 bolt action air
rifle, fitted silencer, rotary magazine, black
synthetic pistol grip stock, canvas sling, no.
G017182 £50.00 - £60.00

460

.177 Remington Express 'Compact' break barrel
air rifle with scope, boxed, as new £50.00 - £80.00

461

.177 Gem type break barrel air rifle with two stage
barrel inscribed A Arbenz, Birmingham, wood
stock, crescent steel butt plate £80.00 - £120.00

439

440

441

442

443
444

5.5mm (.22) Weihrauch HW35 break barrel air
rifle, tunnel foresight, ramp rear sight, Monte Carlo
stock with sling swivels, mounted 4 x 32 Hawke
scope, no. 542414 £100.00 - £200.00
.177 Webley Falcon break barrel air rifle, open
sights, no. 5434 n.b. surface rust action
throughout £20.00 - £40.00

462
.177 Original Model 66 break barrel target air rifle
(barrel shroud a/f), pistol grip target stock with
adjustable butt pad, mounted scope rings, no.
463
7527699 £50.00 - £100.00
.22 SMK XS36-2 underlever air rifle, fitted silencer,
no. X651947 £50.00 - £80.00
464
.22 Relum Tornado underlever air rifle, no. 16982
£50.00 - £80.00

.177 Gem, break barrel air rifle with two stage
barrel, wood stock, steel butt plate £50.00 - £80.00
.177 Walther LGR sidelever target air rifle, tunnel
foresight, adjustable aperture rear sight, adjustable
trigger, target stock with adjustable butt pad, no.
14274 £120.00 - £180.00
.22 Gamo break barrel air rifle, open sights £30.00
- £40.00

445

.177 Haenel XXX break barrel air rifle c.1930, open 465
sights, no. 193 £30.00 - £40.00

446

.22 Webley Mk3 underlever air rifle, mounted
Parker Hale scope rail, no. 25756 £80.00 - £100.00 466

447

4.5mm (.177) Weihrauch HW30S break barrel air
rifle, no. 1812395 £70.00 - £90.00

467

448

.25 Gem air rifle, 21 ins part octagonal barrel,
blade foresight, steel crescent butt plate, no. 3004
£120.00 - £180.00

.22 BSA Meteor break barrel air rifle, adjustable
open sights £60.00 - £80.00

468

449

.177 Crosman 766 semi automatic air rifle, no.
478032816 £30.00 - £40.00

.22 Falcon Prairie PCP air rifle (no magazine),
fitted silencer, ergonomic stock, mounted 3-9 x 40
Tasco Silver Antler scope, no. 71045 £100.00 £150.00

450

469
.177 King Model D tin plate air rifle; .177 King
Model D No.1 tin plate air rifle; .177 Upton 500
shot repeating air rifle; .177 Upton Model D tin
plate air rifle - all for parts/repair (4) £30.00 - £40.00 470

451

.177 Webley Service Mk2 air rifle, no. 56477
£250.00 - £350.00

452

.22 BSA Airsporter Mk6 underlever air rifle, original
sights, no. GK3849 £90.00 - £110.00
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471

4.5mm (.177) Weihrauch HW25L break barrel air
rifle (no sights), 4 x 20 WA Weihrauch scope
£30.00 - £50.00
.22 BSA Airsporter underlever air rifle, adjustable
open sights, no. WR02289 £80.00 - £100.00

.177 Diana Model 25 break barrel air rifle, open
sights, mounted 3x Diana scope, no. 258075
£40.00 - £60.00
.177 Webley Raider PCP bolt action air rifle,
ergonomic stock, threaded barrel, 6-18 x 40AO
Simmons scope £80.00 - £120.00
.177 ASI Apache Cadet break barrel air rifle,
adjustable sights, no. 1058936; .177 Milbro Model
16 tin plate break barrel air rifle (2) £40.00 - £60.00

472

.22 BSA Mercury break barrel air rifle, adjustable
open sights, no. 7834200 £40.00 - £60.00

carbine form (a/f) £30.00 - £50.00

473

5.5mm (.22) Weihrauch HW77 under lever air rifle
adjustable sights, Monte Carlo stock, no. 1009806
£40.00 - £60.00

494

.22 BSA Merlin underlever air rifle, no. LA2106
£30.00 - £50.00

495

.22 SMK break barrel air rifle, fitted silencer
£30.00 - £40.00

474

.22 Hatsan break barrel air rifle, fitted silencer,
adjustable sights, mounted 3-9 x 40 BSA scope,
no. 031504014 £60.00 - £80.00

496

.22 Original Model 45 break barrel air rifle, custom
thumbhole stock, original sights mounted 3-9 x 40
Bushmaster scope, no. 523572 £50.00 - £80.00

475

.22 Falcon PCP bolt action air rifle, Parker Hale
silencer, Monte Carlo stock, sling swivels, no.
92721 £80.00 - £120.00

497

.177 ASI Comando break barrel air rifle, adjustable
sights, 4 x 15 ASI scope, no. 301698 £30.00 £50.00

476

.22 BAM XS-19 break barrel air rifle, adjustable
sights, Monte Carlo stock, no. 0301243 £40.00 £60.00

498

.22 BSA Airsporter underlever air rifle, adjustable
rear sight (no foresight), mounted 4 x 40 Simmons
scope, no. EP00462 £80.00 - £100.00

477

.22 BSA Supersport break barrel air rifle,
adjustable sights, 3-7 x 20 BSA scope, no.
DS08525 £50.00 - £80.00

499

.22 BSA Lightning break barrel air rifle, fitted
silencer, mounted 3-9 x 32 Tasco scope, no.
S05116 £60.00 - £80.00

478

.22 Diana Series 70 Model 78 break barrel air rifle
(rear sight a/f) £30.00 - £40.00

500

.177 BSA Meteor break barrels air rifle, adjustable
open sights, no. N9366 £30.00 - £50.00

479

.22 BSA Meteor break barrel air rifle, adjustable
sights, mounted 4 x 32 Nikko scope, no.
WE44117807 £50.00 - £80.00

501

.177 BAM B5-3 pump up air rifle, rotary magazine
£30.00 - £50.00

480

Airsoft Colt M4A1 carbine semi automatic rifle;
Colt CAR-15 composite butt stock and cheek
piece; Webley Senior air pistol frame only - for
parts or repair £30.00 - £40.00

502

.22 Webley Vulcan break barrel air rifle, open
sights, no. 904479 £30.00 - £50.00

503

.177 BSA Lincoln Jefferies 'Militia' break barrel air
rifle, no. B202 with tin of pellets £40.00 - £50.00

504

4.5mm (.177) Haenel Model 311 bolt action target
air rifle, tunnel foresight, pistol grip target stock
with recoil pad, no. 56873 £100.00 - £200.00

505

5.5mm (.22) Weihrauch HW35 break barrel air
rifle, tunnel foresight, ramp rear sight, fitted scope
block, sling swivels, no. 489280 £80.00 - £100.00

506

BSA Meteor Mk1 wood stock £20.00 - £30.00

507

Spare Lot

508
.177 Walther Lever Action (Long) Co2 repeating air 509
rifle (no magazine), brushed steel barrel and
510
receiver, boxed, no. W131439025 £50.00 - £80.00
511
.22 BSA Airsporter underlever air rifle, open sights
£40.00 - £60.00

Spare Lot

481

Airsoft 5.7x28mm P90 automatic rifle a/f £40.00 £60.00

482

.177 Heckler & Koch (Umarex) MP5 K Co2
repeating air rifle, no. 13C97641 £40.00 - £50.00

483

.68 Brass Eagle Co2 pump action paintball gun
£20.00 - £40.00

484

.177 IWI (Umarex) Mini Uzi Co2 repeating air rifle,
boxed as new with instructions, no. 13G63373
£30.00 - £50.00

485

486
487

.177 BSA Cadet break barrel air rifle £30.00 £40.00

488

.22 Webley Excell break barrel air rifle, mounted 4
x 40 Nikko Stirling scope, no. 867987 £50.00 £80.00

489

.22 SMK break barrel air rifle (rear sight absent),
scope grooves, Monte Carlo stock £40.00 - £60.00

490

.22 Diana Series 70 Model 78 break barrel air rifle,
adjustable sights, scope grooves £40.00 - £60.00

491

.22 BSA Lincoln Jefferies underlever air irfle, no.
S21160 £60.00 - £100.00

492

.22 Crosman pump action air rifle (bolt missing),
inset crest Crosman Arms Company Rochester,
NY £40.00 - £60.00

493

.177 Haenel Sport Modell 33 Junior air rifle, in K98
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Spare Lot
Spare Lot
6 x 30 M9 binoculars by Universal Camera Corp.
New York, USA, dated 1942, cased £30.00 £40.00

512

10 x 50 Zeiss Jena binoculars, cased £30.00 £40.00

513

20 x 80 Hilkinson Mercury Field 3.5° binoculars,
cased £40.00 - £60.00

514

6-24 x 50 Pentax Lightseeker scope £40.00 £60.00

515

3-10 x 40 Pentax Lightseeker scope £30.00 £50.00

516

Ross (London) Prismatic spotting scope no.4653,
with stand £30.00 - £40.00

517

5x Winchester rifle scope with mounts, 16 ins
overall £40.00 - £60.00

518

Five 4 x 40 Edgar Bros. rifle scopes and mounts,
as new £30.00 - £40.00

519

Five 4 x 40 Edgar Bros. rifle scopes and mounts,
as new £30.00 - £40.00

Mountmaster scopes, boxed £10.00 - £20.00
545

520

Five 4 x 40 Edgar Bros. rifle scopes and mounts,
as new £30.00 - £40.00

7 x 26 Bushnell Pro 1600 range finder, cased
£20.00 - £30.00

546

521

10-40 x 50 Hawke scope; 4-12 x 50 Nikko Stirling
Mountmaster scope; together with 4 other scopes,
all a/f (6) £20.00 - £30.00

8 x 42 Delta Optical Forest II binoculars, as new
with carry case, boxed £40.00 - £60.00

547

6 x 42 Swarovski Habicht 6 rifle scope £60.00 £80.00

522

6-24 x 40 Tasco TR rifle scope £40.00 - £60.00

548

523

20-60 x 60 spotting scope and tripod in carry
case, with monocular £30.00 - £50.00

32 x 56 Hawke Sidewinder rifle scope with mounts
£50.00 - £80.00

549

524

3-9 x 50 Tasco; 4 x 40 Tasco; 3-9 x 40; 6 x 40
Tasco scopes together with mixed ring mounts
and sighting beads £40.00 - £60.00

Bressner night vision scope; Visionary 60-ST
spotting scope (2) £30.00 - £40.00

550

6 x 40 MAP Hawke Sport-HD scope, boxed
£10.00 - £20.00

525

Aries ATN Mk6500 2nd Gen. Night vision scope,
cased with accessories £60.00 - £100.00

551

20-60 x 60 Orbit spotting scope on tripod £15.00 £25.00

526

Large quantity of packaged scope mounts to
include Nikko Stirling, Ruger, Browning etc.
£20.00 - £30.00

552

22 x 60 Greenkat spotting scope with 2 stands (3)
£10.00 - £20.00

527

Quantity of scope mounts and accessories £20.00
- £30.00

553

1-4 x 20 Swiss Arms multi rail illuminated scope
with integral mount £30.00 - £50.00

528

Two boxed Nikko Stirling Diamond 1-4 x 24
illuminated scopes £20.00 - £30.00

554

10 x 50 Majestic 70 binoculars in leather case; 8 x
30 Dolland binoculars in leather case (2) £20.00 £30.00

529

5 various rifle scopes £20.00 - £30.00

555

530

5-20 x 50 Nikko Stirling Targetmaster Half Mil Dot
scope, boxed £30.00 - £50.00

8 x 30 MC Practica binoculars in case; 9-40 x 22
Practica binoculars in case (2) £10.00 - £20.00

556

531

3-12 x 56IR Nikko Stirling Nighteater No 4 Cross
scope, boxed £30.00 - £50.00

7-20 x 40 Luger monocular in case; 10 x 25
Nauticalia monocular; Wollensak monocular
Pocketscope Jr. (3) £20.00 - £30.00

532

1.5-6 x 44 Nikko Stirling Nighteater No 4 scope,
boxed £30.00 - £50.00

557

Various cased binoculars; Vinitar, Sunager,
Focus, Tasco, Tronic (5) £15.00 - £20.00

533

4-12 x 50 Hawkeye Reflex scope, boxed £30.00 £40.00

558

Spare Lot

559

534

2.5-10 x 56E Wildhunter Lycan scope, boxed
£30.00 - £40.00

20x / 25x Kowa (Japan) spotting scope £40.00 £60.00

560

535

3-9 x 40 MTC Optics Genesis VL scope, boxed
£20.00 - £30.00

Air pistol laser scope with mounts; rifle scope
laser/torch; Sniper rail mounted laser dot; 3-9 x 50
rifle scope (4) £40.00 - £60.00

536

6 x 40 Nikko Stirling Mountmaster; 4 x 23 EG
Riflescope; 4 x 32 Nikko Stirling Silver Crown
scopes (3) £20.00 - £30.00

561

537

Large quantity of loose scope mounts together
with Parker Hale and other base mounts £10.00 £20.00

German M1884/98 III Mauser bayonet, 10 ins
single edged fullered blade stamped Elite
Diamant, wood grips, metal scabbard with leather
frog £40.00 - £60.00

562

Lee-Metford MkI Type 2 bayonet, 12 ins double
edged blade with broad arrow stamp and other
markings, brass studded wood grips, metal
mounted leather scabbard £40.00 - £60.00

563

Sea Hawk divers knife, 7½ ins saw backed
stainless steel blade, black plastic scabbard;
Dominican presentation 'Promedoca' machete, 9½
ins single edged blade, in metal studded and
tooled leather scabbard (2) £30.00 - £40.00

564

Machete by Buck & Hickman, 18 ins hooked
single edged steel blade, stamped Buck &
Hickman Ltd. London, studded wood grips, in
canvas sheath £30.00 - £50.00

565

WWI 1913 pattern bayonet; knife bayonet in metal
scabbard (grips a/f) (2) £30.00 - £60.00

566

Siebe Heinke divers knife, 7¾ ins double edged

538

Quantity of Bisley, AGS, Leupold and other ring
scope mounts £10.00 - £20.00

539

Quantity of optics covers, filters, scope end caps
etc. £10.00 - £20.00

540

2.5-10 x 50 4 Dot Nikko Stirling Diamond
illuminated scope, boxed £20.00 - £30.00

541

2.5-10 x 50 4 Dot Nikko Stirling Diamond
illuminated scope, boxed £20.00 - £30.00

542

6-18 x 50 Half Mil Dot Nikko Stirling Panamax
illuminated scope, boxed £20.00 - £30.00

543

Four 3-9 x 40 Half Mil Dot Nikko Stirling
Mountmaster scopes, boxed £20.00 - £30.00

544

Two 3-9 x 40 Half Mil Dot Nikko Stirling
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blade etched SIEBE HEINKE OF ENGLAND,
brass hilt, ribbed black composite grips with brass
collar, in heavy brass scabbard with leather
suspension loop £300.00 - £400.00
567

568

569

570

583

German Mauser bayonet, 9¾ ins single edged
fullered blade stamped WEYERSBERG
KIRSCHBAUM & Co. SOLINGEN, wood grips,
metal scabbard; Turkish Mauser bayonet, 9¾ ins
blade, metal scabbard (2) £40.00 - £60.00

584

William Rogers hunting knife, 8 ins single edged
fullered blade, bone grips, leather sheath £30.00 £40.00

Sheath knife with wood grips, leather sheath with
marlin spike; Large pruning knife with rosewood
grips (a/f); US M8 fighting knife and sheath (3)
£40.00 - £60.00

585

Fabricated hunting knife, 10½ ins single edged
clipped blade, brass quillon, stag antler grip in
leather sheath £20.00 - £40.00

Indian kukri knife, 13½ ins crudely chequered
steel blade, alloyed grip, in leather covered wood
sheath with two skinning knives £20.00 - £30.00

586

Bowie knife with 10½ ins hand forged blade, brass
studded wood grips, red leather sheath £30.00 £40.00

Fairbairn Sykes type fighting knife, 6½ ins double
edged tapered blade, ribbed alloy grip, 11¼ ins
overall £80.00 - £120.00

587

Malayan Kris with 12 ins watered steel blade
(handle missing), in decorated lacquered wood
scabbard (a/f); Three various army cane metal
mounted swagger sticks; Two decorated
constables truncheons and one plain truncheon
£60.00 - £100.00

Large William Rogers bowie type knife, 10 ins
polished steel blade, brass hilt, brass studded
bone grips in leather sheath, unused £30.00 £50.00

571

'Original Bowie Knife' 9½ ins blade, brass hilt,
brass studded wood grips, leatherette sheath
£30.00 - £40.00

572

Two Japanese made divers knives by Typhoon and
588
Tabata, each with rubber holsters (2) £20.00 £40.00

573

Kukri knife, 10 ins blade, brass mounted bone
grips £20.00 - £30.00

574

Bowie type hunting knife by A. Wright & Son, 8
ins single edged fullered chromed blade, bone
grips, in leatherette sheath £30.00 - £40.00

575

Three various survival knives, each with clipped
saw backed blades and sheathed (3) £20.00 £40.00

576

Rambo survival knife, 10 ins single edged saw
backed blade, bound nylon grips in leatherette
sheath £20.00 - £30.00

577
578

579

589

WWI military kukri, 13 ins part fullered blade,
indistinct stamps Co...1916... TC (with arrow),
brass studded wood grips, 17½ ins overall £30.00
- £40.00

590

British 1853 Enfield socket bayonet, 17,1/2 ins triformed blade £20.00 - £40.00

591

Eastern style side arm dagger, 12 ins hammer
steel double edged blade with etched inscription
decoration, brass studded leather grips £20.00 £30.00

Thirty various vintage penknives £20.00 - £30.00

592

18thC style executioners axe £80.00 - £100.00

WWI trench knife with 4¾ ins hexagonal stiletto
blade, horn handle with brass guard in leather
sheath with retaining strap and brass button stud;
Leather Sam Browne holster, German leather
army belt with embossed clasp 'Gott Mit Uns'
£40.00 - £80.00

593

A 17th century 'executioner's' axe head, 12½ ins
curved blade, indistinctly stamped £300.00 £400.00

594

18thC(?) French executioners axe head, 8½ ins
curved blade stamped indistinctly 'MALLET A LA
CHAMBO...', length overall 14 ins £200.00 £300.00

595

Russian USSR periscope binoculars, with tripod
and transport case £50.00 - £100.00

596

Victorian powder keg, canvas inner lining with
leather outer bearing coat of arms, leather carry
handle, h.14 ins £30.00 - £40.00

597

WWI 5 ins shrapnel shell with timer, brass case
the base stamped POLTE MAGDE BURG APRIL
1918 with other markings (inert) £80.00 - £120.00

598

12 bore boxlock non ejector gun by W. C.
Carswell, 30 ins barrel, the top rib signed W. C.
Carswell Liverpool, scroll and border engraved
action with maker's name, straight hand stock
with vacant oval, no. 85459 - deactivated with E.U.
certificate £80.00 - £120.00

Two Arabian Jambiya knives, each with metal
mounted horn handles, leather covered wood
scabbards £30.00 - £40.00

580

WWI Enfield bayonet, 17 ins fullered blade with
ordnance markings, wood grips, metal mounted
leather scabbard £40.00 - £60.00

581

Israeli Military M1949 bayonet (German Mauser
K98 conversion), 9½ ins single edged fullered
blade the hilt stamped S/172 and 7620i, typical
composite grips with Waffen markings, converted
hilt bar with ring, grips and steel scabbard with
later Star of David and other markings £50.00 £60.00

582

WWI Enfield 1907 pattern bayonet by Wilkinson,
17 ins single edged fullered blade with broad arrow
stamp and other markings, wood grips, in metal
mounted leather scabbard £40.00 - £50.00

M1917 pattern U.S. bayonet, 17 ins single edged
fullered blade, wood grips, metal mounted leather
scabbard £40.00 - £60.00
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599

.22 Brocock bolt action sporting rifle, 24½ ins
threaded barrel (capped), Mauser action, open
sights, mounted scope blocks, pistol grip stock
with sling swivels and recoil pad, no. 74007 deactivated with E.U. certificate £100.00 - £120.00

unopened original packaging £50.00 - £60.00
620

6000 (12 x 500 boxes) Beatall .177 air pellets in
unopened original packaging £50.00 - £60.00

621

WWI 18pr shrapnell shell dated 1916 with timer,
the base stamped LOT129 EV&MCO with other
ordnance marks, h.21½ ins (inert) £50.00 - £60.00

Quantity larger caliber brass shell cases and inert
cartridges, 7.62, .50, 30mm etc, together with two
H83 Mk2 ammunition cases £30.00 - £60.00

622

601

Eley Minor Model K vintage clay trap; Western
vintage clay trap (2) £30.00 - £40.00

Naval & RAF WWII poster of ships, military issue
tin and unit stickers £10.00 - £20.00

623

602

Eley Expert No.4 vintage clay trap £30.00 - £40.00

20 bore (reloadable) brass case by Geo. Roth
Vienna £10.00 - £20.00

603

Vintage Eley clay trap £20.00 - £40.00

624

No.26 brass inline percussion capper by K.
Steggles, length 6¼ ins £80.00 - £120.00

604

ICI No.6 Plus vintage double clay trap £30.00 £50.00

625

Pair 2mm pinfire pistol cufflinks £60.00 - £100.00

605

Five various 'Hand Trap' vintage clay pigeon
throwers £20.00 - £30.00

626

Twelve empty powder tins: Nobel, ICI, Red Dot
£30.00 - £50.00

606

Vintage stock mounted clay thrower by R. Blanton
Ringwood No.48 £100.00 - £150.00

627

Four framed collectors cartridge head stamp
display boards £40.00 - £60.00

607
608

Six various brass shell cases £20.00 - £40.00
Three wooden cartridge transport boxes by
Remington, Nobel and Schultze £30.00 - £50.00

628

Six Kynoch ivorine box/letter openers £30.00 £40.00

629

Four 12 bore roll turnovers; capper/decapper
loading tool (5) £40.00 - £60.00

609

Three wooden cartridge transport boxes by
Pneumatic, Eley and Remington UMC £30.00 £50.00

630

B.G.I. Corp. 16 bore roll turnover; 16 bore SNA
loading tool (2) £30.00 - £50.00

610

Two Winchester wooden cartridge transport boxes
£30.00 - £40.00

631

.410 roll turnover loading tool £50.00 - £80.00

632

611

Large wooden cartridge transport box for Mallard
Bros. Ltd. £20.00 - £30.00

14 bore 'Jefferies Patent Lever machine' roll
turnover tool £80.00 - £100.00

633

612

Eley 20 bore wooden transport box containing
quantity of used collectors paper cartridge cases
£30.00 - £40.00

Lightwood & Sons 'Excel' turnover tool, brass
name plate with patent numbers and PRINCE
STREET BIRMINGHAM £40.00 - £60.00

634

No.51 L.C. Mk I.S. tank sighting scope (17 pdr
anti tank guns), dated 1943, cross hair optics,
15¾ ins overall £40.00 - £60.00

Ebony three piece cleaning rod; .410 Victorian
rosewood three piece cleaning rod (2) £30.00 £50.00

635

5½ ins Military bagged charge drill round stamped
'FOR 80LBS SHELL ONLY' together with pair
naval mittens, dispatch riders jerkin, catalogues,
facsimile Webley .455 Navy & Tank Corps
manuals, etc £30.00 - £40.00

636

25 x .380 mk2 dummy revolver cartridges
headstamp dated 1962 £10.00 - £20.00

600

613

614

Gentleman's leather cased canteen set by Swaine
& Adeney, the curved fitted leather case
containing original plated sandwich box and glass
drinking flask, with leather shoulder strap, the lid
stamped MAJOR DURHAM MATTHEWS.
CLONSILLA GRANGE. £50.00 - £80.00

Two Japanese Tsuba: signed circular bronze tsuba 637
decorated with branches and 8 pierced and fretted
circular stars; signed rectangular bronze tsuba
decorated with Heron, butterflies and sedges (2)
638
£100.00 - £200.00

BSA No.9 1912 pattern aperture target sight (for
Enfield SMLE & Lee Long rifles), with mounting
plate and rotating eye piece £50.00 - £80.00

616

1000lb Mk22 'Harrier' practice bomb, stores
references and other markings, length 52 ins
overall £200.00 - £300.00

639

MK V Parker Hale aperture sight for SMLE .303
rifle £40.00 - £60.00

640

617

J. D. & S. 12 bore roll/turnover, together with
another roll/turnover and two capper/decappers (4)
£30.00 - £40.00

618

18thC blacksmith made five position iron gun rack,
with iron securing loops and locking hasp £200.00 - 641
£300.00

Reproduction flintlock pistol. This Lot is offered for
the purposes of historical re-enactment or
theatrical use in accordance with the VCR Act
2006
£20.00 - £30.00

615

619

6000 (12 x 500 boxes) Beatall .177 air pellets in
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Painted wooden Mallard decoy; wooden Teal
decoy (2) £50.00 - £80.00

Original leather rifle saddle holster, with two
leather straps and brass Garand rifle conversion,
stamped 1882 US JQMD 1939 JB £100.00 £200.00

642

Norfolk Liar in steel and brass; four counters
Pheasant/Faisans; Partridge/Perdrix;
Hares/Lievres; Rabbits/Lapins £150.00 - £300.00

660

643

WWI brass mounted gun sight by W. Ottway &
Co. Ltd Ealing £60.00 - £100.00

Two leather 'Hi-Power' double magazine pouches;
Leather M750 pistol holster (3) £20.00 - £30.00

661

644

Four various brass buckled leather belts by Smith
& Wesson and others £30.00 - £40.00

WW2 .303 Vickers ammunition belt, stamped T.
F. & S. Ltd, dated June '42 £20.00 - £30.00

662

645

17thC Miquelet lock, Italian style in iron and brass
with dog safety £50.00 - £80.00

Winchester 73 and Colt revolver replica rifles (2)
£30.00 - £50.00

663

646

Enfield pattern rifle lock by Thos. Turner dated
1859, together with three other gun locks £40.00 £60.00

Twelve various large bore paper cased inert
cartridges, mostly war issue £30.00 - £40.00

664

Quantity of large caliber rifle shells (all inert)
£40.00 - £60.00

665

WWII RAMC tropical (pith) helmet £20.00 - £40.00

666

Three various roll turnovers, capper/decapper,
powder measures, rammers, etc £30.00 - £50.00

647

648

649

650

651

Flintlock tinder lighter with candle holder, plain
copper barrel with copper stand, engraved copper
boxlock action, steel hammer, wood grips, 7 ins
overall £80.00 - £120.00

chequered alloy grips, faux leather scabbard with
sharpening stone (2) £20.00 - £40.00

Brass mounted horn powder flask marked SYKES 667
PATENT, 13½ ins overall with suspension rings;
White metal mounted horn powder flask stamped
668
SYKES PATENT, 11 ins overall (2) £50.00 - £80.00
American alloy powder flask with embossed eagle
shield and stars decoration, banner reads 'E
PLURIBUS UNUM', length 4½ ins £30.00 - £40.00

Victorian military uniform tin trunk with two
compartments, w.42 ins x d.13 ins x h.10 ins
£30.00 - £50.00

669

Spare Lot

670
Circular oak powder flask with iron furniture;
671
Tooled leather powder flask with chain strap and
brass stopper; Two horn powder flasks (4) £40.00 £60.00
672
Five various horn powder flasks in mahogany box

Spare Lot

£50.00 - £80.00
652

Field tool kit by Bonsa in fitted leather fold out
case £20.00 - £30.00

653

Box of various roll turnover and capper/decapper
tools £60.00 - £100.00

654

British 3rd Dragoon Guards Troopers Other Ranks
Albert Pattern helmet with starburst helmet plate
to the centre of the 3rd Dragoon Guards, red and
black horse hair plume, leather backed linked chin
scales supported by side bosses (a/f) £100.00 £200.00

655

Cased and mounted Pike, overall length 47 ins
£40.00 - £60.00

A Life Guards Trooper's Silver Plated Helmet, the
brass crowned helmet plate with laurel and oak
leaf garland, with ribbon and rosette inner border
enclosing a matt ground set with a silver plated
garter star with brass buckled ribbon HONI SOIT
QUI MALY PENSE centred by a cross, the spike
with red horsehair plume, leather backed brass
chin scales, leather inner liner £200.00 - £300.00

656

Three collectors percussion cap tins £20.00 £30.00

657

Quantity of mixed caliber inert cartridges: .320;
7.92mm; .450 revolver, and others £30.00 - £40.00

658

Four boxes 45mm Tarian Marks chalk targets
(approx. 75 per box) £20.00 - £30.00

659

Replica short sword, 11½ ins double edged
stainless steel blade, wired grips, chromed
pommel, metal mounted scabbard; Modern
survival knife, 9¾ ins saw backed blade,
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S58 25 bore Indian matchlock barrel, fluted and
bound wire decoration, length 46 ins overall n.b.
rust action throughout £40.00 - £60.00
S58 Indian matchlock Rampart gun (lock a/f), 76
ins three quarter stocked three banded steel
barrel, swamped muzzle with simple fluted
decoration, steel ramrod, the breech stamped
JPR/EXR/2/ 6518 with other markings, 2452
impressed to stock, 98 ins overall £150.00 £250.00

673

S58 .577(?) Indian percussion rifle, 24¾ ins barrel
the breech stamped JPR/EXR 1053, steel ramrod
(forestock a/f), plain steel lock, straight stock with
steel butt plate and patch pocket £80.00 - £100.00

674

S58 .750 Indian flintlock musket, 38 ins steel
barrel, the breech stamped JPR/EXR 530, dog
kennel foresight, steel ramrod, brass ramrod
pipes, steel lock, brass furniture and butt plate
£100.00 - £200.00

675

S58 .577/.450 Enfield 32 ins barrel and part action
£40.00 - £60.00

676

S58 12 bore percussion English double sporting
gun, 29½ ins damascus steel barrels, brass
mounted and capped ebony ramrod with worm,
steel ramrod pipes, border and scroll engraved
action with engraved dolphin hammers, steel
furniture with pineapple finial, straight stock with
chequered hand, vacant oval, steel butt plate
£200.00 - £300.00

677

S58 8 bore percussion double wildfowling gun by
Thos. Bellis, 33 ins damascus barrels with broad
rib, platinum line inlay and breech plugs, tapered
brass mounted wooden ramrod with worm, border
scroll and game scene engraved signed sidelocks,

engraved furniture, forend and baluster finial, well
figured stock with brass escutcheon, engraved
steel butt plate £800.00 - £1,200.00

trigger guard, well figured straight stock with
chequered hand and engraved steel butt plate, in
contemporary oak and leather motor case with lift
out tray, cartridge compartment beneath and
maker's trade label, no. 5552. This gun appears on
page 154 of Geoffery Boothroyd's 'The Shotgun
History and Development'. The makers have kindly
confirmed that this gun is the 29th example that
they made. Originally sold on 27th November 1858
to Captain R. Nicholson, it is believed to be the
earliest known surviving example. £2,000.00 £2,500.00

678

S58 10 bore double percussion sporting gun by J.
E. Evans, 30 ins damascus barrels, top rib
indistinctly inscribed with maker's name, brass
mounted wood ramrod with worm and brass cap,
the border and scroll engraved locks inscribed J.
E. EVANS PHILA., engraved hares ear hammers,
engraved steel furniture with pineapple finials,
figured stock (repaired crack through wrist) with
steel butt plate, no. 453 £350.00 - £550.00

679

S58 14 bore percussion single sporting gun, 30
ins damascus barrel, brass mounted wooden
ramrod, game scene and scroll engraved back
action steel lock signed C. ALLPORT, steel
furniture with pineapple finial, straight stock with
steel butt plate £100.00 - £200.00

680

S58 12 bore percussion double sporting gun by H.
687
Hart, 28½ ins damascus steel barrels, top rib
(lifting) indistinctly inscribed H. HART MAKER
BIRMM AND LONDON REGISTERED 58-547 with
double gold line inlay, the breech with platinum
plugs (one nipple a/f), brass mounted wood ramrod
(pipes detached from barrels) with worm and brass
screw cap, scroll and border engraved action
signed H. Hart, engraved dolphin hammers, scroll
engraved steel furniture with pineapple finials,
straight stock with steel butt plate, no. 347, in
688
fitted oak case with 3 piece cleaning rod,
percussion cap tins, nipple key, copper and brass
powder flask £300.00 - £500.00

686

681

S58 11 bore percussion single sporting gun, 37½
ins part octagonal barrel (drum and nipple
conversion), wood ramrod with worm, plain steel
lock (later inscribed Manton), steel furniture and
butt plate £150.00 - £200.00

682

S58 .700 percussion (drum and nipple conversion)
rifle, 30 ins octagonal barrel, the top flat inscribed
J.P. SAUER SOHN SUHL, half stocked with
replacement wood ramrod, steel lock, steel scroll
furniture, straight stock with steel crescent butt
plate and patch pocket £250.00 - £350.00

683

S58 .750 flintlock musket, 38 ins fullstocked steel
barrel, steel ramrod with brass ramrod pipes, steel
lock, brass furniture and butt plate £80.00 £120.00

684

S58 12 bore pinfire double sporting gun by Bond,
29¾ ins barrels, scroll and border engraved back
action locks signed BOND (unmatched hammers),
rotary underlever opening, straight hand stock with
silver oval, steel butt plate £100.00 - £150.00

685

S58 An early 12 bore pinfire double sporting gun
by Purdey c.1858, 31¼ ins brown damascus
barrels, the concave top rib inscribed J. PURDEY,
314½ OXFORD STREET, LONDON, with best
scroll and border engraved back action locks
signed PURDEY, scroll engraved dolphin
hammers and fences, the single bite rotary
underlever opening with unusual square backed
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S58 12 bore pinfire double sporting gun by
Tatham, 30 ins damascus steel barrels, the rib
inscribed H. TATHAM CHARING CROSS
LONDON, plain border engraved back action locks
signed TATHAM, rotary underlever opening
(replacement forend), straight hand stock with
steel butt plate £100.00 - £200.00
S58 12.7mm x 45R Swedish M1867 rolling block
rifle (Remington), 36 ins fullstocked three steel
banded barrel (6 groove rifling) the breech stamped
G.A. J.S. with crown cypher above 'C', sling
carriers, steel cleaning rod, ramp sights, plain
steel action stamped 1870 beneath 'C' and crown
cypher, XIXB NS.242 impress to stock, steel butt
plate, no. 1107 stamp to barrel action and butt
plate £300.00 - £500.00
S58 .360 BP Express boxlock ejector double rifle
by Holland & Holland, 26 ins barrels (black powder
only), 3/8 ins flattened part file cut rib, blade
foresight, folding leaf sights for 200 & 250 yards,
the barrels inscribed HOLLAND & HOLLAND 98
NEW BOND STREET LONDON, deep scroll
border and banner engraved action signed with
maker's name, the underside inscribed CHARGE
47 GRAINS No.6 POWDER CASE 2¼ INCHES
BULLET 180 GRAINS, keenly engraved fences
and top lever, 14½ ins Prince of Wales stock with
horn cap cheek piece sling eyes and horn butt
plate, with fleece lined leather slip, no. 19412 The
rifle was completed in 1909 for a client of Walter
Locke & Co. £6,000.00 - £9,000.00

689

S58 .450 BP Express falling block rifle by Alex
Henry c.1873, 26¾ ins barrel (black powder only),
½ ins part file cut rib inscribed ALEXR HENRY 12
SOUTH ST. ANDREW ST. EDINBURGH PATENT
No.504 with inset sights and scope blocks, scroll
and border engraved back action lock signed
ALEX HENRY with slide safety, the scroll
engraved breech inscribed PATENT No.504,
engraved dolphin hammer, patent push forward
underlever with button release, horn tipped forend,
15 ins Prince of Wales stock with horn cap sling
swivels and recoil pad, no. 2329 £3,500.00 £5,500.00

690

S58 .440 (Nagant) Winchester 1866 'Yellow Boy'
lever action carbine, 20 ins round barrel half
stocked with tube magazine, brass alloyed
receiver, crescent shaped brass butt plate, no.
119778 Originally designed for a .44 Henry rimfire

cartridge, it is believed the rifle was converted for
export to South America £800.00 - £1,200.00
691

692

693

S58 7mm Walking stick 'blow gun' in malacca
cane cover, decorated brass cap, copper collar
inscribed Eclipse Patent 523 (a/f), 35 ins overall
action a/f, the gun is fired by striking the top cap
£150.00 - £250.00
Cased Victorian air cane, tapered two piece black
metal shaft, ivory cap and horn handle, brass
ferrule wood ramrod, brass rifled barrel insert to
smooth bore barrel, complete with pump, pump
handle, key, bullet mould, wad punches and ball in
oak case with brass James Townsend
Birmingham plaque £600.00 - £700.00

Spare Lot

695

S58 18 bore flintlock dragoon pistol, 12 ins
fullstocked steel barrel, brass mounted ramrod,
tapered steel lock border engraved with crown
cypher and FARMER 1744, brass furniture, 19½
ins overall £100.00 - £200.00

697

698

699

700

S58 7mm Lefaucheux pinfire revolver, floral relief
engraved cylinder and frame, 3¼ ins octagonal
barrel, side mounted extractor, side spring
mounted safety, side gate loading, folding trigger,
bag shaped butt with finely chequered ebony
grips, 7½ ins overall £100.00 - £200.00

702

S58 50 bore flintlock pocket pistol with turn off
barrel, spring loaded under mounted bayonet with
trigger guard release, engraved boxlock action
marked NEWELL LONDON, slide safety, slab
sided walnut half round butt £200.00 - £300.00

703

S58 54 bore percussion pocket pistol, turn off
barrel, boxlock action, chequered half round butt
£50.00 - £80.00

S58 .450 Westley Richards 'Monkey Tail
704
percussion carbine, 24 ins half stocked barrel
(foresight a/f), ramp rear sight, the barrel stamped
WHITWORTH RIFLING, steel lock stamped
WESTLEY RICHARDS & Co. 1873, the lift up
'Monkey Tail' breech stamped MANUFACTURED
705
BY WESTLEY RICHARDS (firing pin removed),
straight stock (previous repair at wrist), steel
furniture and butt plate, no. 6012 £300.00 - £500.00

694

696

701

S58 .32(rf) five shot closed frame revolver, 2½ ins
nickel plated barrel, spur trigger, nickel plated
cylinder and frame, relief engraved ebony grips,
marked DEFENDER 89, 6¼ ins overall, no. 404
£150.00 - £250.00
S58 54 bore flintlock turn off cannon barrel pistol,
scroll and banner engraved action marked LOFT
CANTERBURY, sliding trigger guard safety,
walnut butt inlaid with filigree silver decoration with
grotesque butt cap £250.00 - £350.00

706

S58 54 bore flintlock turn off cannon barrel pistol,
engraved boxlock action marked JOINER
LONDON, walnut slab sided butt £200.00 - £300.00

707

S58 50 bore flintlock pocket pistol with turn off
barrel, swag and medallion engraved boxlock
action marked BALL, slide safety, slab sided
walnut butt with inset escutcheon (possibly
Richard Newbury Ball, London 1758) £150.00 £250.00

708
S58 11mm Belgian double pinfire pistol, 4 ins
blacked sighted barrels (five grooved rifling), rotary
underlever release opening, concealed triggers,
engraved blacked action and frame, fluted
709
hardwood grips with steel butt cap and finial, 9 ins
overall £300.00 - £350.00

S58 28 bore Scottish Doune all steel Murdoch
style flintlock belt pistol, scroll engraved barrel,
steel ramrod, button trigger, rams horn butt with
escutcheon, 12½ ins overall £200.00 - £300.00

S58 54 bore percussion pocket pistol, 2¾ ins turn
off barrel (Birmingham proof marks), engraved
boxlock action, dolphin hammer (nipple a/f),
chequered walnut grips with silver oval, 7¼ ins
overall £80.00 - £120.00

S58 Two 25 bore Percussion service pistols, each
with a 6 ins fullstocked steel barrel, captive
ramrod, border engraved stepped steel lock
stamped Tower 1843/46, beneath V.R. and Crown
cypher, brass butt cap with steel lanyard ring (2)
£200.00 - £400.00

710

711
.25 (rf) Unwin & Rodgers, Sheffield, patent knifepistol, 3½" octagonal barrel stamped with UNWIN
& RODGERS / PATENTEES SHEFFIELD and
NON*XXL, two folding knife-blades, pinned
rounded cow horn side-plates, metal mounts
including hinged butt-trap cover, and folding
trigger, Birmingham proof marks £500.00 - £600.00 712
S58 9mm Lefaucheaux pinfire revolver, 4 ins
octagonal barrel, side mounted extractor, case
hardened plain six shot cylinder, case hardened
frame, side gate loading, folding trigger, finely
chequered ebony grips, 8½ ins overall with soft
leather holster £100.00 - £200.00
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S58 7mm Belgian pinfire revolver, octagonal barrel,
six shot cylinder, side mounted extractor, side
gate loading, folding trigger, walnut grips (action
a/f); Victorian double barrelled percussion pocket
pistol, brass barrels and action, bag shaped wood
butt, 7½ ins overall (2) £80.00 - £120.00
S58 Two 2mm pinfire key fob pistols £50.00 £80.00
S58 10.6mm German Reichs M1879 single action
six shot revolver, 7 ins two stage barrel, fluted
cylinder, side gate loading, side lever safety, frame
stamped S & S. VCS. CGH Suhl dated 1882,
wood grips, steel butt plate and lanyard ring, no.
6365 £600.00 - £800.00
S58 11mm (approx.) double action six shot
revolver, 5¾ (seven sided) sighted barrel, plain
action and cylinder, rotating right side mounted
lever releasing forward sliding barrel and cylinder
with extractor, chequered ebonised grips, steel
butt cap with lanyard ring, Belgian proof marks,
stamped VP62 to bottom barrel flat £500.00 £700.00

713

S58 28 bore Belgian double pinfire hammer pistol,
5¼ ins octagonal barrels, concealed triggers,
wood grips, steel butt plate £40.00 - £60.00

714

S58 20 bore percussion pistol by Smith, 6 ins
octagonal barrel, the top flat faintly inscribed
724
LONDON, fullstocked (crack to wood at breech)
with captive ramrod, border engraved stepped steel 725
lock signed SMITH, engraved brass furniture and
butt cap, 11½ ins overall £150.00 - £200.00
726
S58 50 bore percussion pocket pistol, 2¾ ins
barrel with English proof mark, boxlock action, bag 727
shaped grips, 7 ins overall n.b. rust action and
728
pitting throughout £50.00 - £70.00

715

716

717

718

719

720

721

722

723

is offered for the purposes of historical reenactment or theatrical use in accordance with the
VCR Act 2006 (7)
£40.00 - £60.00
.22 blank Turner Richards dummy launcher with
accessories £30.00 - £40.00
.22 blank Turner Richards dummy launcher £30.00
- £40.00
.22 blank AC dummy launcher £30.00 - £40.00
268 x .303 blank rifle cartridges £20.00 - £40.00
Quantity of Engine Start cartridges, various sizes,
by Marshall and others £20.00 - £40.00

S58 .44 Colt New Army percussion six shot
revolver, 8 ins rounded barrel inscribed -ADDRESS
COL. SAML COLT NEW-YORK U.S. AMERICA-,
creeping lever captive rammer, naval battle scene
engraved rebated steel cylinder inscribed COLTS
PATENT, steel frame, brass trigger guard, wood
grips, 14½ ins overall, no. 66958 matching
numbers throughout £800.00 - £1,000.00

729

125 x 12 bore mixed blank cartridges £10.00 £20.00

730

78 x 5.56mm L1A2 blank cartridges in original
boxes £20.00 - £30.00

731

Five tins of percussion caps, blanks and primers Eley, Joyce, Fagan, etc £20.00 - £25.00

732

Spare Lot

S58 .44 Remington Army Model 1858 closed
frame six shot percussion revolver, 8 ins sighted
octagonal barrel, top flat stamped PATENTED
SEPT.14.1858 REMINGTON... NEW
YORK.U.S.A., captive rammer, plain steel frame
and cylinder, brass trigger guard (barrel, frame,
cylinder and trigger guard each stamped 'W'),
wood grips, 14½ ins overall £700.00 - £900.00

733
734

Spare Lot
Spare Lot

735

Spare Lot

736

Spare Lot

737

Spare Lot

738

Spare Lot

S58 20 bore Scottish steel Murdoch belt pistol,
two stage barrel with steel ram rod, flintlock with
rain proof pan roller frizzen slide safety (a/f), scroll
engraved and signed MURDOCH, ramshorn butt
(hammer, belt hook and butt finial missing), 10½
ins overall £50.00 - £100.00

739

Spare Lot

740

Spare Lot

741

Japanese Wakizashi, 19 ins curved blade with
copper habaki, leather covered wooden grips (a/f),
signed tang, in leather covered wooden same,
leather strap and suspension ring £200.00 £300.00

742

French mid 19thC Model 1831 Gladius sidearm,
19 ins double edged blade stamped TALABOT
PARIS, one piece ribbed brass grip and pommel
£70.00 - £90.00

743

WWI 1912 Pattern Cavalry Officers sword, 35 ins
single edged etched blade 2nd Dragoon Guards,
by Wilkinson, No.44463, heavily engraved basket
guard, wired shagreen grips, stepped pommel with
original leather bullion knot, brown leather covered
steel scabbard £150.00 - £250.00

744

WWI 1908 Pattern Cavalry Troopers sword, 35 ins
single edged partly fullered blade by Wilkinson,
rare anti glare leather covered guard, wired
shagreen grips, stepped steel pommel, original
leather bullion knot, in brown leather covered steel
scabbard £150.00 - £250.00

S58 54 bore percussion pocket pistol, 1¾ ins turn
off barrel, English proof marks (Birmingham),
engraved boxlock action (one pin missing), folding
trigger, slide safety, plain walnut grips, 6¼ ins
overall £60.00 - £80.00
S58 14 bore percussion (drum and nipple
conversion) dragoon pistol, 9 ins fullstocked (wood
a/f) steel barrel with later ramrod, plain border
engraved lock signed D=EGG, brass furniture and
butt cap £100.00 - £200.00
6mm SGS Webley 350 blank firing 8 shot revolver,
with 2 packs 6mm Flobert blank firing cartridges.
This Lot is offered for the purposes of historical reenactment or theatrical use in accordance with the
VCR Act 2006 £40.00 - £60.00

9mm Armi Jager Italian blank firing six shot
revolver, 7½ ins sighted barrel, engraved frame and
cylinder, brass trigger guard and back strap,
745
ivorine grips, 13,¾ ins overall. This Lot is offered
for the purposes of historical re-enactment or
theatrical use in accordance with the VCR Act
2006 £40.00 - £60.00
Three blank firing revolvers; three replica flintlock
pistols; replica Luger pistol (no magazine) This Lot
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French Volunteer National Guard Officers sword
c.1790, 28 ins curved single edged blade with
double edged point, etched engraving (a/f), fretted
brass guard with swivel fretted brass knuckle bow,
wired grips (a/f), brass back strap with Cuirassier
helmet pommel, in brass mounted leather
scabbard £200.00 - £300.00

746

British Army fencing practice épée or foil c.1900,
circular disc and quillon guard, chequered
hardwood grips, steel pommel £40.00 - £60.00

747

18th Century rapier or court sword, 33 ins blade
(a/f), brass cross guard and knuckle bow, wired
grips, brass pommel £80.00 - £120.00

748

by Wilkinson numbered 13960, brass swept bar
hilt with VR cypher, wired fish skin grips, stepped
pommel and leather bullion knot, in steel scabbard
with suspension rings £100.00 - £200.00
758

18thC Cutlass with 26 ins fullered curved single
edged blade marked with stars, crescent and
arrows, full brass swept bar hilt and rope twist
grips, griffin mask pommel £100.00 - £200.00

759

Officers 1854 pattern sword with 32 ins fullered
etched blade (heavily rusted) by Hawksworth,
Sheffield, fretted steel guard, wired wood grips, in
leather covered steel scabbard £50.00 - £80.00

760

18thC Court sword with 29 ins double edged
tapered and decorated blade, brass knucklebow,
(guard and grips a/f) brass pommel; Kukri with 12
ins blade, brass bound horn handle in leather
covered wooden sheath (a/f) with single skinning
knife; 20 bore Caucasian flintlock pistol, with 13
ins full stocked barrel, embossed brass bands,
brass false ramrod, steel lock, fretted brass side
plate, brass furniture (a/f), long spur butt (butt cap
and spur missing) (3) £100.00 - £200.00

761

Isle of Wight Rifles Officers 1854 pattern sword
with 33 ins slightly curved fullered etched blade
with Rifles and GR cyphers, by F Trueman,
Ventnor IOW, swept bar hilt with Rifles cypher,
wired shagreen grips, stepped steel pommel, in
steel scabbard with suspension rings £80.00 £120.00

762

Eastern style Wakizashi type sword, the 19½ ins
slightly curved crudely fullered steel blade, brass
mounted hardwood grip, in brass mounted wooden
saya, 27½ ins overall, together with a similar
Tanto, 6 ins fullered blade, and another knife with
bound grips, wood scabbard (3) £50.00 - £100.00

763

Spare Lot

Infantry Officers 1897 pattern sword with 33 ins
plain fullered blade double edged point, fretted leaf
pattern guard with GR cypher, wired shagreen
grips, hob cut steel back strap, stepped pommel
with leather bullion knot in brown leather covered
steel scabbard with frog £100.00 - £150.00

764

Spare Lot

765

Spare Lot

766

Spare Lot

767

Spare Lot

768

Spare Lot

Tulwah with 30 ins curved blade stamped BIRMm,
short square quillons dropped longuets, embossed
swollen grip and wheel pommel in brass mounted
leather covered wooden scabbard £100.00 £150.00

769

Spare Lot

770

Spare Lot

801

S1 .22 Krico semi automatic rifle, 23 ins threaded
barrel, tube magazine, pistol grip stock with cheek
piece and sling swivels, no. 258886 £20.00 £30.00

802

S1 .20 Logun PCP multi shot air rifle (seals af),
fitted moderator, thumbhole stock, adjustable butt
pad, no. 25134 £50.00 - £100.00

803

S1 .303 Enfield 1874 Martini action carbine, 21 ½
ins barrel, open sights, ¾ stocked sling swivels,
no. 1914 £150.00 - £200.00

804

S1 .22 Enfield 1898 Martini action carbine, 24 ins
barrel, open sights (af), engraved G. Bate
(Gunmakers) Ltd. Birmingham, action stamped
Enfield 1898 beneath V. R. & Crown cypher M E

Pair Naval Parade Standard dress swords by
Wilkinson, each with a 31 ins polished single
edged fullered blade, the hilts signed WILKINSON
SWORD LONDON MADE IN ENGLAND beneath
QEII warrant, the brass hand guards with lions
head pommel, wired shagreen grips in yellow
metal mounted leather scabbards (2) £100.00 £200.00

749

Geo. Officers 2nd Life Guards dress sword c.1832
with 40 ins fullered single edged blade and etched
decoration, the ricasso etched Prosser, Charing
Cross 1832, heavily embossed brass guard and
swept bar hilt, wired (a/f) shagreen grips,
embossed brass pommel £200.00 - £400.00

750

Vict. 8th Madras Light Cavalry sword with 34 ins
slightly curved pipe back single edged blade,
etched decoration, by Prosser, swept three bar
hilt, wired shagreen grips, steel back strap and
pommel, in steel scabbard with two suspension
rings £100.00 - £200.00

751

752

753

754

755

756

757

Geo. Officers Light Cavalry sword, c.1780, 32 ins
curved blade with double edged point, stirrup hilt
and longuets, wired shagreen grips, in steel
scabbard with two suspension rings £200.00 £300.00
Victorian dress sword with 33 ins fullered blade,
double edged at point, fretted steel guard with VR
cypher, wired shagreen grips, hob cut back strap
plain pommel, with leather bullion knot and steel
scabbard £80.00 - £120.00

Victorian Police cutlass, 24 ins slightly curved
clipped single edged fullered blade with unusual
WD and broad arrow stamp to hilt, brass hand
guard and pommel with scabbard release button,
shagreen grips, in brass mounted leather
scabbard £80.00 - £120.00
Rifle Regiment dress sword with three bar hilt,
wired grips, steel scabbard (blade a/f); French
Cavalry style 1829 Pattern sabre, single edged
blade (a/f) (2) £50.00 - £100.00
Infantry officers 1845 Pattern sword, 32 ins slightly
curved single edged blade with etched decoration
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.303 A.C.I, and other markings throughout, steel
butt plate, nvn £150.00 - £250.00

821

S1 Nine assorted .22 sound moderators £10.00 £20.00

805

S1 .22 Winchester Model 1903 semi automatic
rifle, 20 ins sighted barrel, black receiver, tube
magazine, crescent butt plate, no.101257 £50.00 £100.00

822

S1 .22 Remington Fieldmaster Model 121 pump
action rifle, 24 ins threaded barrel, tube magazine,
mounted 4 x 32 Nikko 'Special' scope, no. 187725
£60.00 - £80.00

806

S1 .22-250 Remington Model 700 bolt action rifle,
25 ins barrel, 5 shot, scope blocks, Prince of
Wales stock with cheek piece and sling swivels,
no. C6856823 £50.00 - £100.00

823

S1 .22 Mauser bolt action single shot rifle, 27 ins
barrel, ramp rear sight (foresight a/f), semi pistol
grip stock with recoil pad, no. 185354 £40.00 £60.00

807

S1 .22-250 Savage Model 110 bolt action rifle, 21
ins barrel, mounted scope blocks, no. F106765
£40.00 - £60.00

824

808

S1 .22 Ruger 10/22 semi automatic rifle, 19 ins
barrel, threaded for moderator, 10 shot rotary
magazine, no 353-62507 £40.00 - £60.00

S1 .22 Browning FN pump action rifle, 21½ ins
threaded barrel (moderator available), tube
magazine, open sights, semi pistol grip stock with
steel butt plate, no. 128175 £40.00 - £60.00

825

S1 .22 Winchester Model 1900 bolt action single
shot rifle, 18 ins barrel stamped with Winchester
Patents, open sights, no. 44949 £20.00 - £25.00

826

S1 .22 CZ BRNO Mod. 2 bolt action rifle, 25 ins
threaded barrel (rear sight a/f), 5 shot magazine,
sling swivels, no. 261813 £20.00 - £25.00

827

S1 .22 BSA Sportsman Five bolt action rifle, 22
ins screw cut barrel (moderator available), 5 shot
magazine, semi pistol grip stock with cheek
piece, mounted 4 x 40 Nikko Stirling Silver Crown
scope, no. T3836SB £20.00 - £40.00

828

S1 .22 (Hornet) Sako bolt action rifle (no
magazine), 24½ ins barrel (rear sight a/f), Prince
of Wales stock with cheek piece, no. 13951
£20.00 - £30.00

829

S1 .22 Beretta semi automatic rifle (no magazine),
20½ ins barrel, scope blocks, sling swivels, no.
8579; .22 Beretta semi automatic (no magazine),
20½ ins threaded barrel, no. 8580; .22 BSA
Supersport Five bolt action rifle (no magazine),
22½ ins barrel, no. 2792SB (3) £20.00 - £40.00

830

S1 .22 BSA Century bolt action rifle, 15¾ ins
heavy barrel threaded for moderator, 5 shot
magazine, Parker Hale scope rail, Monte Carlo
stock with recoil pad, no. V382 £30.00 - £50.00

831

S1 .22 Winchester Model 190 semi automatic
rifle, 20½ ins barrel, tube magazine, mounted 4 x
Kassnar scope, B1898841 £30.00 - £40.00

832

S1 .22 BSA Armatic semi automatic rifle, 19½ ins
screw cut barrel, 8 shot magazine, open sight, no.
H658 £10.00 - £20.00

833

S1 .22 Winchester Model 77 semi automatic rifle,
21 ins threaded barrel, original 10 shot magazine
(with two spare magazines), stock a/f, no. 171082;
.22 Savage Model 7A semi automatic rifle (action
a/f), 24 ins barrel, open sights, 10 shot magazine,
sling swivels, nvn (2) £20.00 - £25.00

834

S1 .22-250 Winchester Model 70SA bolt action
rifle, 27 ins Varmint barrel threaded for moderator
(capped), internal magazine, Leopold 1 ins scope
rings, black synthetic stock with sling swivels, no.
G2371472 £80.00 - £120.00

835

S1 .451 Parker Hale black powder percussion rifle,
32½ ins full stocked two banded barrel, tunnel

809

S1 .22 Ruger 10/22 semi automatic rifle, 19 ins
barrel, threaded for moderator, open sights,
mounted scope rail, 10 shot rotary magazine,
sling swivels, no. 239-88419 £30.00 - £50.00

810

S1 .22 Sabatti Sporter semi automatic rifle, 18 ins
barrel, threaded for moderator, rotary magazine,
no. 13619 £30.00 - £50.00

811

S1 .243 Winchester Model 70 bolt action rifle, 22
¾ ins barrel, threaded for moderator, 5 shot, no.
G2106303 £30.00 - £50.00

812

S1 .22 BRNO Model 1 bolt action rifle, 23 ins
barrel, threaded for moderator, 5 shot magazine,
sling swivels, no. 87949 £10.00 - £20.00

813

S1 .22 CBC Magtech Model 7022 semi automatic
rifle, 18 ins screw cut barrel, 10 shot magazine,
no. E036262 £20.00 - £30.00

814

S1 .22 Marlin Model 780 bolt action rifle, 22 ins
barrel, threaded for moderator, open sights, 5 shot
magazine, no. 25617566 £10.00 - £20.00

815

S1 .22 Greener Miniature Club Rifle, 25 ¼ ins
barrel, open sights, Martini action stamped W W
Greener Maker Birmingham, no. 017956 nb. rust
and pitting throughout £20.00 - £30.00

816

S1 .22 Winchester Model 190 semi automatic
rifle, 19 ½ ins screw cut barrel, tube magazine,
plain black receiver, no. B2213837 £20.00 - £30.00

817

S1 .22 Weihrauch HW80K break barrel air rifle,
fitted moderator, no. 948341 (approx. 13 ft/lb)
£20.00 - £40.00

818

S1 .22 Anschutz Model 525 semi automatic rifle,
22 ½ ins threaded barrel (capped), open sights, 10
shot magazine, sling swivels, no. 146366 £20.00 £40.00

819

S1 .22 Anschutz Model 525 semi automatic rifle,
22 ½ ins threaded barrel, open sights, 10 shot
magazine, sling swivels, no. 141457 £20.00 £40.00

820

S1 .243 BRNO Model ZKK-601 bolt action rifle, 24
½ ins threaded barrel, 5 shot, Prince of Wales
stock with cheek piece and recoil pad, no. 50911
£30.00 - £50.00
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foresight, ramp rear sight, steel ramrod, steel lock
with some colour stamped Parker Hale, brass
furniture and butt plate, no. 777 £100.00 - £200.00
836

837

838

S1 .22 Ruger 10/22 semi automatic rifle, 19½ ins
threaded barrel, open sights, scope rail, 10 shot
rotary magazine, sling swivels, no. 128-55341
£30.00 - £50.00

850

S1 .22 Miroku ML-22 lever action rifle, 20 ins
threaded barrel, tube magazine, mounted 3-9 x 50
Edgar Bros. scope, no. 7204268 £60.00 - £100.00

851

S1 Four .22 Ruger 10/22 barrels ( 2 x stainless
steel; 2 x black steel), all threaded £30.00 - £40.00

S1 .22 BSA pump action rifle, 21½ ins threaded
852
barrel (capped), open sights, tube magazine,
Parker Hale scope rail, sling swivels, 3751 £40.00 853
£60.00
S1 .308 Mauser bolt action rifle, 24½ ins barrel,
internal magazine, double set triggers, fitted
30mm scope rings, pistol grip stock with canvas
sling, no. 56140 £80.00 - £120.00

839

S1 .22 BSA Martini-International target rifle, 28 ins
heavy target barrel, tunnel foresight, adjustable
aperture rear sight, target stock, no. FG2059
£100.00 - £200.00

840

S1 .308(win) Parker Hale bolt action sporting rifle,
24½ ins sighted barrel, internal magazine,
mounted scope blocks, pistol grip stock with sling
swivels cheek piece and recoil pad, no. P377-37
£60.00 - £100.00

841

S1 12 bore Browning A5 semi automatic, 29 ins
full choke barrel with bead foresight, 2¾ ins
chamber, engraved black action stamped
BROWNING, 14½ ins semi pistol grip stock with
leather sling, no. H7567 Unrestricted £50.00 £80.00

842

black synthetic stock, in makers hard plastic
case, no. EE001132 £80.00 - £120.00

S1 .22 Winchester Model 69A bolt action rifle, 25
ins threaded barrel, open sights, 5 shot magazine,
leather sling, no. 5545 £20.00 - £25.00

S1 .22 Walther bolt action rifle - barrel (23½ ins)
and action only, no. 41986 £10.00 - £20.00
S1 .45 Pedersoli (black powder) flintlock sighted
barrel, no. 14248; 20 bore Parker Hale percussion
sighted barrel, no. S10005 (2) £20.00 - £25.00

854

S1 .22 Anschutz Model 525 semi automatic rifle
(no magazine), 22½ ins threaded barrel, mounted
3-9 x 40 scope, no. 1413451 £20.00 - £30.00

855

S1 .22 Anschutz Model 525 semi automatic rifle,
22½ ins threaded barrel (moderator available), 10
shot magazine, mounted 3-9 x 40 Apollo scope,
leather sling, no. 1407217 £30.00 - £50.00

856

S1 .22 CZ BRNO Model 511 semi automatic rifle,
22 ins threaded barrel, 8 shot magazine, sling
swivels, no. 49258 £30.00 - £40.00

857

S1 .22 Anschutz Model 520 semi automatic rifle
(no magazine), 23 ins threaded barrel (moderator
available), mounted 4 x 40 Nikko Stirling scope,
no. 113009 £20.00 - £30.00

858

S1 .22(wmr) Mauser Model 201 bolt action
sporting rifle, 22¼ ins gloss black barrel, etched
MAUSER, 5 shot magazine, fitted 25mm scope
rings, semi pistol grip stock with cheek piece sling
eyes and recoil pad, no. 131239 £300.00 - £400.00

859

S1 .22 Squires Bingham Model 20P (for Kassnar)
semi automatic rifle, 20½ ins barrel, 15 shot
magazine, open sights, no. A352945 £20.00 £40.00
S1 .22 Squires Bingham Model 14 bolt action rifle,
23 ins barrel, 15 shot magazine, mounted 4 x 40
Nikko Stirling scope, no. 723379 £20.00 - £40.00

843

S1 7.62 x 51mm Columbian bolt action Mauser,
24½ ins barrel, military specification, no. 2027
£60.00 - £100.00

844

S1 .22 BSA Ralock self loading rifle, 24 ins
threaded barrel (capped), tube magazine, no.
T12250 £30.00 - £50.00

860

845

S1 .22 (Hornet) CZ BRNO Model 527 bolt action
stalking rifle, 24 ins barrel, 5 shot magazine,
double set triggers, fitted scope rings, Quake
sling, no. 46409 £60.00 - £100.00

861

S1 5mm (.20) Sheridan Blue Streak pump up air
rifle, no. 01830 £80.00 - £120.00

862

S1 .243 Remington Model 700 bolt action rifle, 22
ins barrel, internal magazine, blade foresight,
black synthetic stock with leather and webbing
sling, mounted 6 x 42 Kahles Helia S scope, no.
6355403 £80.00 - £100.00

863

S1 .22 Sterling bolt action rifle (no magazine),
threaded barrel, no. A1087405 £10.00 - £20.00

864

S1 .22 Norinco bolt action rifle (no magazine),
open sights, scope rail, sling swivels, no. 093065609-396 £20.00 - £25.00

865

S1 .308 Dickson & MacNaughton bolt action rifle,
23 ins barrel threaded for moderator, internal
magazine, 14,3/8 ins pistol grip stock with recoil
pad, 30mm scope rings, no. 7350 £500.00 £600.00

866

S1 .22 Browning take down pump action rifle, 22
ins threaded barrel, tube magazine, open sights,

846

S1 .22 Webley & Scott A-22 semi automatic rifle,
18½ ins threaded barrel, Butler Creek 10 shot
magazine, scope rail, boxed, no. A1469269
£50.00 - £80.00

847

S1 .357(mag)/.38(spl) Rossi Puma 'In The White'
lever action rifle, 24 ins octagonal barrel (no front
sight), plated tube magazine receiver and
underlever (no woodwork), boxed, no. 5P190730
£100.00 - £200.00

848

S1 .22 Webley & Scott A-22 semi automatic rifle,
18½ ins threaded barrel, Butler Creek 10 shot
magazine, scope rail, boxed, no. A1581222
£50.00 - £80.00

849

S1 .17 (HMR) ISSC SPA straight pull rifle, 20 ins
threaded barrel, 10 shot magazine, scope rail,
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14,5/8 ins semi pistol grip stock, no. 113849
£60.00 - £100.00

£500.00 - £600.00
879

S1 .22 Ruger 10/22 semi automatic rifle, Ruger
Hammer Forged stainless steel heavy target barrel
with muzzle break, 10 shot rotary magazine, Kidd
single stage competition trigger unit (original
Ruger trigger unit included), spare rotary
magazine, laminated wood stock, sling swivels,
mounted 3-9 x 40 Hawke scope, no. B2996166
£80.00 - £120.00

880

S1 3 x .22 Anschutz Match 54 barrel and action
only, nos. 114526, 74626 & 101589 (3) £30.00 £50.00

881

S1 .22 Walther UIT heavy barrel and action only,
no. 20665; .22 Anschutz Match 64 barrel and part
action (no bolt), no. 998906 (2) £30.00 - £40.00

882

S1 .22 CBC Magtech semi automatic rifle (no
magazine), 18 ins threaded barrel, open sights,
black synthetic stock, no. EBA 078199 £20.00 £25.00

883

S1 .22 Remington Model 66 semi sutomatic rifle,
19 ins threaded barrel, open sights, wood effect
pistol grip nylon stock, no. A2142658 £30.00 £40.00

884

S1 .22 Winchester Model 67-22 bolt action (single
shot) rifle, 27 ins barrel, original sights, no.
7358(5437) £10.00 - £20.00

885
S1 .22 CZ Model 452-2E American bolt action rifle
(no magazine), 20½ ins threaded barrel (moderator
available), semi pistol grip stock with sling swivels, 886
mounted 3-12 x 52 Euro-Class scope, no.
A211096 £20.00 - £25.00

S1 7.62mm Musgrave bolt action target rifle, 28½
ins barrel, target sights, semi pistol grip stock, no.
8655 £80.00 - £120.00

867

S1 .22 Krico semi automatic, 22¼ ins barrel, tube
magazine, sling swivels, no. 269310 £30.00 £40.00

868

S1 .22 Anschutz Model 520 semi automatic rifle,
20½ ins barrel, 10 shot magazine, mounted 4 x 32
Nikko Sterling scope, sling swivels, no. 054319
£30.00 - £40.00

869

S1 .303 Enfield No.4 Mk1 Long Branch bolt action
rifle c.1944, fullstocked, detachable magazine,
adjustable folding aperture rear sight, sling
carriers, brass butt plate, no. 69L6671 £200.00 £300.00

870

871

872

873

874

S1 .22 Marlin Model 780 bolt action rifle (no
magazine), 21½ ins threaded barrel (moderator
available), mounted 4 x 40 scope, no. 13696881
£20.00 - £30.00
S1 .303 Enfield bolt action sporterised rifle, 22 ins
Parker Hale barrel, open sights, side mounted
scope rail, detachable magazine, Parker Hale
pistol grip stock with recoil pad, leather sling, no.
54256 £100.00 - £150.00
S1 .22 Ruger 10/22 semi automatic rifle, 18½ ins
barrel, 10 shot rotary magazine, canvas sling,
mounted 6 x 40 Nikko Stirling scope, no. 11752971 £30.00 - £50.00

S1 .577 Parker Hale Enfield percussion two band
carbine, ramp and blade sights,(very good bore)
bayonet lug, steel cleaning rod, brass furniture and 887
butt plate, sling swivels, no. 9503 £100.00 £200.00

875

S1 .44 (rem mag/spl.) Marlin Model 1894S lever
action rifle, 20½ ins barrel, open sights, tube
magazine, polished black receiver, sling swivels,
recoil pad, no.04080106 £200.00 - £250.00

876

S1 .22 BSA Mk II International Martini Action
target rifle, 29 ins heavy barrel, tunnel foresight,
Parker Hale 25B adjustable aperture rear sight,
scope and sight mounts, no. UE1668
£80.00 - £120.00

877

S1 7.5 x 54mm (smooth) Schmidt Rubin G.11,
detachable magazine, full military specification,
no. 408999 £100.00 - £200.00

878

S1 16 bore / .22(rf) German Drilling, 27½ ins
barrels stamped Wittener-Excelsior, engine turned
rib with bead foresight, flip up rear sight,
broadened for scope mount, relief engraved game
scenes of deer wild boar and oak leaves to action
fences and tang, stamped W. COLLATH SOHNE
& FRANKFURT A O to balusters, quarter turn
winged safety, lever operated barrel sight, horn
trigger guard and underlever opening, 13¼ ins
semi pistol grip stock with sling eyes, no. 20402
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S1 .22 Winchester Model 9422 lever action rifle,
19½ ins threaded barrel (moderator available), tube
magazine, tunnel foresight, adjustable rear sight,
polished black receiver, figured stock, no.
F710323 £80.00 - £120.00
S1 7.62mm Gustafs bolt action target rifle, 30 ins
heavy barrel, tunnel foresight, A. J. Parker
Mod.TZ4/47 adjustable aperture rear sight, receiver
stamped CARL GUSTAFS STADS
GEVARSFAKTORI 1932, pistol grip target stock
with recoil pad, no. 112492 £100.00 - £200.00

888

S1 7.62mm Parker Hale Mod.1200TX bolt action
target rifle, 24½ ins heavy barrel (no sights), semi
pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no. S-06040
£80.00 - £120.00

889

S1 7.62mm Enfield P-14 bolt action target rifle,
28½ ins heavy target barrel stamped SCHULTZ &
LARSEN OTTERUP, tunnel foresight, Parker Hale
PH5B aperture rear sight, pistol grip target stock,
no. W180815 £100.00 - £200.00

890

S1 .22 American Mining & Development Co.
(Veore) semi automatic rifle, 20½ ins threaded
barrel, 10 shot magazine, pistol grip stock with
cheek piece, mounted 3-7 x 20 Bushnell scope,
no. S04302 £30.00 - £40.00

891

S1 .22 BSA Sportsman Five bolt action rifle,
original sights, sling swivels, BSA impress to
stock, no. J13093 £10.00 - £20.00

892

S1 .22 CZ BRNO Model 2 bolt action sporting rifle,

24½ ins barrel, 5 shot magazine, sling swivels, no.
199843 £10.00 - £20.00
893

S1 7.62mm Winchester(?) P-14 bolt action target
rifle, 28½ ins heavy barrel, tunnel foresight, Parker
Hale PH5B adjustable rear sight, internal
magazine, pistol grip target stock, ordnance and
other stamp marks, no. 173892 £100.00 - £200.00

894

S1 .177 Webley Patriot Quattro break barrel air
rifle, open sights, no. 081230086 £50.00 - £80.00

895

S1 .22 Mauser Model 105, semi automatic, ten
shot magazine, 21 ins barrel, open sights,
threaded for moderator, no.126799 £80.00 £120.00

£100.00 - £150.00
906

S1 .22 CZ Model 452-2E bolt action rifle, 17 ins
stainless steel threaded barrel (stainless
moderator available), 10 shot magazine, black
synthetic stock, sling swivels, mounted 3-9 x 40
Hawke scope, two spare magazines, no. A362525
£50.00 - £80.00

907

S1 20 bore double hammer gun by Wm. Ford,
23,7/8 ins brown damascus barrels (nitro proof),
full & full, finely engraved back action sidelocks,
rebounding hammers, top lever opening, 15¼ ins
straight hand stock, no. 906 £100.00 - £200.00

908

S1 .44 Ardessa percussion target pistol (black
powder only), 9½ ins half stocked octagonal fluted
barrel, engraved steel lock, steel scroll trigger
guard, fluted wood grip with steel butt cap, no.
16546 £50.00 - £80.00

909

S1 .44 Pietta Remington stainless steel black
powder percussion revolver, 8 ins octagonal barrel,
target sights, six shot cylinder, brass trigger
guard, wood grips, with leather quick draw belt
holster, no. 243155 £100.00 - £150.00

910

S1 .45 Pedersoli percussion black powder pistol,
7¾ ins stainless steel octagonal sighted barrel
with ramrod, steel drum and nipple lock and
furniture, no. PD16670 £60.00 - £80.00

896

S1 .308 Tikka M590 (L/H) bolt action rifle (bolt and
magazine missing), 24 ins heavy barrel, semi
pistol grip stock with sling swivels and recoil pad,
no. 881730 £40.00 - £60.00

897

S1 .22 BSA Martini International target rifle, 26 ins
heavy barrel, foresight block, stop slide, adjustable
butt pad, mounted 9 x 40 scope, no. ### £80.00 £120.00

898

S1 .22 Theoben Rapid 7 PCP multi shot bolt
action air rifle (no magazine), fitted silencer,
ergonomic stock, mounted 6-24 x 52 Rhino scope,
no. ### £100.00 - £200.00

899

S1 .22 Winchester Model 72 bolt action rifle, tube
magazine, open sights, vintage brass scope on
Winchester mounts, no. 677 £20.00 - £30.00

911

900

S1 .22 GSG-5 (H&K MP5) semi automatic tactical
rifle, fitted silencer, banana magazine, aperture
sights, scope rail, black synthetic stock with
webbing sling, no. B024138 £50.00 - £80.00

S1 .45 Pedersoli percussion black powder pistol,
10 ins octagonal sighted barrel, steel lock, brass
mounted ramrod, brass furniture, no. 87789 £60.00
- £80.00

912

S1 .38 Colt Patterson scratch built black powder
single action revolver, 9 ins octagonal barrel, five
shot cylinder engraved with stagecoach scene,
concealed trigger, walnut grips, 14 ins overall,
cased with brass cylindrical speed loader, ball and
bullet mould, percussion caps and loaders, tools
spare nipples, etc £150.00 - £300.00

913

S1 .36 Uberti Colt black powder pocket pistol, five
shot fluted cylinder, brass trigger guard and
straps, wood grips, no. 106156 £80.00 - £120.00

914

S1 .44 Italian percussion six shot revolver (black
powder only), 7¼ ins barrel, plain black steel
frame and cylinder, brass trigger guard, wood
grips, brass mounted detachable shoulder stock,
no. 102980 £50.00 - £80.00

915

S1 2 x 9mm Beretta Para 15 shot magazines;
.45(?) magazine (3) £20.00 - £25.00

916

S1 .45 Italian black powder percussion pistol, 9½
ins octagonal barrel, top flat signed W.Moore,
metal mounted threaded ramrod, steel lock
stamped LONDON, brass furniture, chequered bag
shaped butt, no. 4047 £40.00 - £60.00

917

S1 .44 Pietta percussion six shot revolver (black
powder only), 7¼ ins octagonal barrel, plain black
cylinder, brass frame, hardwood grips, boxed with
instructions, no. 622973 £80.00 - £120.00

918

S1 .36 Pietta (Colt 1861 Navy) percussion six shot
revolver (black powder only), 8 ins barrel, naval

901

S1 .22 Puma Hunter bolt action rifle, 14½ ins
threaded barrel, 10 shot magazine, black
synthetic stock, scope rail, sling swivels, boxed,
no. 1051113 £50.00 - £80.00

902

S1 .270 Steyr Mannlicher Model GK bolt action
rifle, 23 ins threaded barrel, internal rotary
magazine, double set triggers, side mounted
scope rail with quick detachable rings, pistol grip
stock with cheek piece, no. 30698 £300.00 £500.00

903

904

905

S1 .308 Parker Hale bolt action sporting rifle, 23
ins barrel, open sights, mounted scope blocks, 5
shot internal magazine, pistol grip stock with
cheek piece, sling swivels, no. S-33024 £60.00 £100.00
S1 .243 Howa Model 1500 bolt action stalking
rifle, 25 ins threaded stainless steel barrel
(Wildcat Predator 8 moderator available), 5 shot
internal magazine, synthetic pistol grips stock
with recoil pad and sling swivels, mounted 4-16 x
50 Nikko Stirling 'Gameking' scope, no. B159097
£200.00 - £400.00
S1 .17 (HMR) CZ Model 452-2E American bolt
action rifle, 20½ ins threaded barrel (moderator
available), 5 shot magazine, mounted 3-9 x 50
Tasco scope, spare magazine, no. A387448
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scene engraved cylinder, steel frame with original
colour, brass furniture, hardwood grips, boxed, no.
P57229 £80.00 - £120.00

934

S1 21 x .30-30 (win) FC rifle cartridges £10.00 £20.00

935

S1 67 x .32-40 (win) Duke rifle cartridges £20.00 £30.00

936

S1 250 x .17 (HMR) Hornady and CCI rifle
cartridges £20.00 - £30.00

937

S1 250 x .17 (HMR) FMJ CCI 20gr rifle cartridges
£20.00 - £30.00

938

S1 60 x .223 Remington soft point 55gr rifle
cartridges £20.00 - £30.00

939

S1 50 x .223 Hornady REM FMJ 55gr rifle
cartridges £20.00 - £30.00

940

S1 200 x .297/230 Kynoch smokeless powder
37gr rifle cartridges £20.00 - £30.00

941

S1 20 x 7.62mm Patrone rifle cartridges £10.00 £20.00

S5 28 bore Walking stick shotgun by V.
Sarasquetta, 26 ins barrel (recent proof), nickel
plated handle incorporating concealed cocking
hammer and trigger, 33¾ ins overall, no. nvn
Section 5 licence required or Section 2 with
appropriate condition £150.00 - £250.00

942

S1 10 x 7x57 Mauser soft nose bullet 150gr
cartridges; 7 x 7mm Mauser cartridges £20.00 £30.00

943

S1 100 x .22 CCI hollow point cartridges; 100 x
.22 rifle cartridges £20.00 - £30.00

S5 .22 Flobert action Gallery pistol, 8 ins
octagonal sighted barrel, engraved furniture with
scroll guard, fluted butt, steel butt cap with finial
Section 5 licence required £50.00 - £100.00

944

S1 37 x .300 Federal Premium 200gr rifle
cartridges £20.00 - £30.00

945

S1 80 x 7.62x51 Norinco rifle cartridges £15.00 £20.00

S5 Two .22(rf) pocket pistols, each with part
octagonal barrels, spur triggers, birds beak grips,
4½ ins overall (2) Section 5 licence required
£20.00 - £40.00

946

S1 60 x .22-250 (rem) soft point rifle cartridges,
Federal, Hornady, Sako etc. £15.00 - £20.00

947

S1 40 x .243 (win) Federal soft point 100gr
cartridges; 20 x .270 (win) Norma 130gr
cartridges; 5 x .338 Winchester 250gr cartridges
£20.00 - £30.00

948

S1 10 x .360 No.2 Eley Express cartridges £20.00
- £25.00

949

S1 12 x Marakov pistol cartridges, drill, short
range, etc and quantity of .22 blanks, some
military £20.00 - £25.00

950

S1 8 x .500 Nitro Express; 3 x .475 Eley Nitro
Express rifle cartridges £10.00 - £20.00

951

S1 65 x 9mm Para; 10 x 9mm Steyr cartridges
£20.00 - £25.00

952

S1 20 x .450 Eley revolver cartridges (Naval target
heads) £10.00 - £20.00

919

Spare Lot

920

Spare Lot

921

S5 .32(cf) Belgian six shot revolver, 2½ ins barrel,
closed frame, plain cylinder, side gate loading,
folding trigger (a/f), chequered hardwood grips
Section 5 licence required £30.00 - £40.00

922

923

924

925

926

927

928

929

930

S5 9mm Husqvarna M/40 (Lahti M-35) semi
automatic pistol, 3¾ ins sighted barrel, the
receiver (a/f) stamped HUSQVARNA
VAPENFABRIKS A.B., chequered black plastic
grips, in fitted leather holster with two spare
magazines and cleaning rod, no. 23589 n.b. for
parts or repair only - stress cracks to receiver
Section 5 licence required £150.00 - £250.00

S5 WW1 'Depose' trench alarm signal cannon, 4¾
ins part octagonal cannon barrel, swing opening,
spring loaded steel trigger, 8½ ins overall Section
5 licence required £30.00 - £40.00
S5 .22(rf) Belgian six shot closed frame revolver,
1½ ins barrel, fluted cylinder, side gate loading,
folding trigger (action a/f), finely chequered ebony
grips, 4½ ins overall Section 5 licence required
£30.00 - £50.00
S5 Percussion (converted from 6mm Flobert (rf))
saloon pistol, 8½ ins octagonal barrel, half
stocked, centre hammer, rear mounted peep
sight, scroll furniture, the chequered butt mounted
in converted pistol grip stock, no. nvn Section 5
licence required £50.00 - £80.00

953
S5 .32(cf) Iver Johnson nickel plated revolver, 3 ins
lift up loading barrel, fluted five shot cylinder
954
(action a/f), finely chequered ebony grips, no.
B22950 Section 5 licence required £40.00 - £60.00
955
Spare Lot

S1 60 x .256 Winchester Magnum rifle cartridges
£20.00 - £25.00
S1 21 x .500/.450 Nitro Express and other
sporting cartridges £10.00 - £20.00
S1 69 x .17(rem) rifle cartridges, 30 once fired
brass cases, quantity V-Max heads £10.00 £20.00

931

S1 80 x 25-06 REM. Federal 117 gr rifle cartridges
£20.00 - £30.00

956

S1 10 x .360 No.2 rifle cartridges £10.00 - £20.00

932

S1 65 x various .22 Hornet rifle cartridges £20.00 £30.00

957

933

S1 20 x .308 Win. Federal 150gr soft point rifle
cartridges £15.00 - £25.00

S1 50 x 7mm Mauser 173gr rifle cartridges £25.00
- £35.00

958

S1 80 x 7mm x65R rifle cartridges £40.00 - £60.00

959

S1 16 x .30-06 rifle cartridges £10.00 - £20.00
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960

S1 45 x .450/.400 Kynoch Express 3¼ ins 400gr
rifle cartridges £40.00 - £60.00

961

S1 40 x .30-06 Remington Accelerator rifle
cartridges £20.00 - £25.00

962

S1 600 x .22 Winchester and CCI; 500 x .22
Remington rifle cartridges £30.00 - £50.00

963

988
S1 60 x .243 Federal and Remington rifle
cartridges; 31 x .243 reloaded ammunition £20.00 £30.00
989
S1 38 x .243 Federal 100gr soft point rifle

964

986

S1 10 x 8mm Mauser M.30 rifle cartridges in
original box with Waffen marks; 6 x 8mm(?)
Mauser cartridges in paper magazine; 15 x 8mm
deactivated rifle cartridges £20.00 - £25.00

987

S1 74 x .38 Smith & Wesson/Webley revolver
cartridges £20.00 - £30.00

cartridges £20.00 - £30.00

S1 109 x 9mm mixed pistol cartridges; 68 x
6.35mm pistol cartridges; 89 x .23/7.65mm pistol
cartridges £20.00 - £30.00
S1 100 x 7.62 x 54 Russian rifle cartridges £20.00
- £30.00

990

S1 490 x .22 CCI Stinger, Mini Mag and SubSonic HP rifle cartridges £30.00 - £40.00

991

S1 600 x .22 Winchester Super X rifle cartridges;
50 x .22 Magtech cartridges £30.00 - £50.00

S1 500 x .22 RWS solid point rifle cartridges
£30.00 - £40.00

992

S1 50 x .303 (win) rifle cartridges, and quantity of
brass cases £20.00 - £25.00

968

S2 1400 x .22 Fiocchi 40gr subsonic hollow point
rifle cartridges £80.00 - £100.00

993

S1 15 x .22rf (mag); 10 x .38 (spl); 10 x 5.56 Nato
cartridges £10.00 - £20.00

969

S1 1000 x .22 Blaser rifle cartridges £50.00 £80.00

994

970

S1 1000 x .22 Blaser rifle cartridges £50.00 £80.00

S1 Mixed rifle cartridges: 9 x .303; 2 x .45ACP; 2
x .48MAG; 2 x .270; 6 x 7.62mm drill; 25 x 9mm
blank; 5 x .303 drill (clip); 7 x 9mm pistol
cartridges £20.00 - £25.00

995

971

S1 500 x .22 Winchester 'Wildcat' rifle cartridges
£30.00 - £40.00

S1 20lbs Large calibre British and other sporting
and drill rounds, some inert £30.00 - £50.00

972

S1 500 x .22 Fiocchi 40gr HV hollow point rifle
cartridges £30.00 - £40.00

996

S1 4lbs assorted pistol and other cartridges,
blanks and inert rounds £20.00 - £40.00

997

973

S1 60 x .222 Norma 40gr V-Max rifle cartridges
£50.00 - £60.00

S1 10lbs military issue cartridges, mixed calibers
in clips, many inert £30.00 - £40.00

974

S1 60 x .22-250 Federal 55gr Sierra Gameking
rifle cartridges £50.00 - £60.00

998

975

S1 500 x .17 (HMR) Winchester 'Varmint HV' 17gr
rifle cartridges £90.00 - £110.00

976

S1 500 x .17 (HMR) Winchester 80gr XTP rifle
cartridges £90.00 - £110.00

S1 5 x .375 2½ ins Kynoch flanged rifle cartridges;
4 x .375 Kynoch Magnum rifle cartridges; 5 x .450
3¼ ins Kynoch rifle cartridges; 20 x .303 blank
war issue cartridges in original paper packets; 8 x
.577 and other collector's rifle cartridges £30.00 £40.00

999

S1 500 x .17 (HMR) Remington Accutip-V 17gr
Boat Tail rifle cartridges £50.00 - £60.00

965

S1 300 x .17 Eley Mach 2 rifle cartridges £40.00 £60.00

966

S1 500 x .22 RWS solid point rifle cartridges
£30.00 - £40.00

967

977

S1 60 x .243 Geco Express 76gr rifle cartridges
£50.00 - £60.00

978

S1 60 x .243 Hornady Superformance 58gr V-Max
1001
rifle cartridges £60.00 - £80.00

979

S1 60 x .30-06 PPU 180gr soft point rifle
cartridges £50.00 - £60.00

980

1000

S1 162 x .17 (HMR) Hornady V-Max 17gr rifle
cartridges £10.00 - £20.00
S1 100 x .243 PPU 100gr rifle cartridges; 50 x
.243 mixed rifle cartridges (150) £30.00 - £40.00

1002

Spare Lot

S1 60 x .45-70 Hornady 'Lever Evolution' 250gr
Monoflex rifle cartridges £50.00 - £70.00

1003

Spare Lot

1004

Spare Lot

981

S1 200 x .22 (Hornet) PPU 54gr soft point rifle
cartridges £80.00 - £100.00

1005

982

S1 200 x .223 PPU 55gr soft point rifle cartridges
£80.00 - £100.00

S2 .410 Arizmendi bolt action single 24 ins barrel,
3 shot, 76mm chamber, 13,7/8 ins semi pistol grip
stock, no. 133576 £50.00 - £80.00

1006

S2 9mm JGA bolt action single, 24½ ins barrel,
no. 421894 £10.00 - £20.00

983
984
985

S1 80 x .204 (Ruger) Federal 40gr ballistic tip rifle
cartridges £70.00 - £90.00
1007
S1 80 x .204 (Ruger) Federal 40gr ballistic tip rifle
cartridges £70.00 - £90.00
S1 80 x .204 (Ruger) Norma 40gr V-Max rifle
cartridges £70.00 - £90.00
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1008
25

S2 4 bore (1 inch) semi hammer wildfowling gun,
48 ins stepped screw off barrel (black powder proof
only), 13 ins straight stock with steel butt plate,
nvn £100.00 - £200.00
S2 .750 Flintlock Brown Bess type musket, 38½
ins fullstocked steel barrel, steel ramrod, plain

steel lock, brass furniture and butt plate, no. 107
£100.00 - £150.00
1009

S2 12 bore semi hammer Cooey, 30 ins single
barrel, ¾ choke, 2¾ ins chamber, 14 ins semi
pistol grip stock, no. 0099088; 12 bore semi
hammer Astra, 28 ins full choke single barrel,
70mm chamber, 15 ins semi pistol grip stock
1023
including recoil pad, no. 128457 (2) £20.00 - £40.00

1010

S2 12 bore Greener GP Martini action, 28 ins ¼
choke barrel, 2¾ ins chambers, 14,5/8 ins straight
hand stock, no. 62725 £80.00 - £120.00

1011

S2 .410 Webley & Scott bolt action single, 25½
ins barrel, 2½ ins chamber, no. 10151 £30.00 £40.00

1012

S2 .410 Webley & Scott bolt action single, 25½
ins barrel, 2½ ins chamber, no. 38390 £30.00 £40.00

1013

1024
S2 12 bore AYA Cosmos semi hammer, 26 ins
barrel, ic choke, 76mm Magnum chamber, full
colour, 12¼ ins semi pistol grip stock, no. 265437
£10.00 - £20.00

1014

S2 .410 Manu Arm bolt action single 25 ins barrel,
14,5/8 ins semi pistol grip stock, no. 888437
£20.00 - £25.00

1015

S2 .410 Spanish bolt action single 24 ins barrel,
76mm chamber internal magazine (3 shot), semi
pistol grip stock, no. 124472 £40.00 - £60.00

1016

S2 .410 English single 25 ins barrel signed
DARLOW OF NORWICH, 2½ ins chamber, folding 1025
action with side safety, 14½ ins straight hand
stock, no. 338 £40.00 - £60.00

1017

S2 12 bore Grange Gun, bolt action, 27 ins ½
choke barrel, leather sling, nvn; 9mm (3 bore)
JGA, bolt action, 25½ barrel, 13¾ ins semi pistol
grip stock, no.337454 (2) £10.00 - £20.00

1018

S2 12 bore (former Chassepot 1866 type rifle) bolt
action single 30¼ ins part octagonal barrel, ic
choke, semi pistol grip stock, nvn £20.00 - £30.00

1019

S2 12 bore Gamba single 27½ ins barrel, full
choke, folding action, 14¼ ins stock, no. 30852;
12 bore BSA Snipe, 30 ins barrel, ½ choke, 14¾
ins semi pistol grip stock, no. YD352 (2) £20.00 £25.00

1020

Spare Lot

1021

S2 12 bore double hammer gun by Army & Navy,
30 ins barrels (black powder proof only), ic & ic,
the top rib indistinctly inscribed ARMY & NAVY
C.S.L. LONDON B.K. QUALITY, signed border
engraved back action locks, rotary underlever
opening, 14½ ins straight hand stock, no. 8939
£100.00 - £200.00

1022

26

S2 12 bore double hammer gun by Boss & Co.
c.1870, 30 ins brown damascus barrels inscribed
BOSS & CO. 73 ST. JAMES'S STREET
LONDON, ¼ & ¾, recent nitro proof with full
Teague tubing, fine scroll and border engraved
back action locks, engraved dolphin hammers and
tang, percussion fences with traces of colour,
thumbhole underlever opening, finely chequered
forend with wedge fastening and engraved
furniture, 14¼ ins well figured straight hand stock
with ebony butt plate, no. 3200 (numbered 2 of a
pair) £2,000.00 - £3,000.00
S2 12 bore double hammer gun by A. Lancaster
c.1874, 30 ins brown damascus barrels inscribed
A. LANCASTER 27 SOUTH AUDLEY ST.
GROSVENOR SQRE LONDON PATENT, recent
nitro proof, ic & ic, fine scroll and border engraved
bar action sidelocks with banner A. LANCASTER
LONDON, engraved rebounding hammers and
tang, percussion fences, engraved furniture with
rotary underlever opening, finely chequered wedge
fastening forend with engraved furniture, 13¾ ins
well figured straight hand stock with steel butt
plate, no. 3725 £1,000.00 - £1,500.00
S2 12 bore double hammer gun by W. C. Scott,
c.1880, 30 ins brown damascus barrels inscribed
W & C SCOTT & SON MAKER & PATENTEES
LONDON, recent nitro proof, & ¼, scroll border
and pointer and game engraved bar action
sidelocks, engraved rebounding dolphin hammers
and tang, top lever opening, percussion fences,
finely chequered forend with engraved top lever,
13,5/8 ins straight hand stock, no. 26061 £700.00 £900.00

1026

S2 16 bore double hammer gun by Midland Gun
Co., 27 ins barrels (nitro proof), 2½ ins chambers,
plain steel back action locks, rebounding
hammers, 14¼ ins semi pistol grip stock, no.
106233 £50.00 - £100.00

1027

S2 12 bore double hammer by T. Wild, 30 ins
barrels (nitro proof), top rib inscribed T. WILD
BIRMINGHAM with dolls head extension, border
and scroll engraved action, engraved rebounding
hammers, horn tipped forend, 14 ins semi pistol
grip stock, no. 10077 £150.00 - £250.00

1028

S2 12 bore hammer gun, Belgian, 30 ins barrels
with dolls head extension, ic & full, 65mm
chambers, plain back action locks, rebounding
hammers, 14 ins straight hand stock (a/f - repaired
crack through wrist), steel butt plate, no. 34437
£20.00 - £25.00

S2 12 bore double hammer gun by James Purdey,
28¾ ins brown damascus barrels (black powder
proof), the broad rib inscribed J PURDEY 574½
OXFORD STREET LONDON, ½ & ¾, fine scroll
1029
and border engraved action and tang (locks
stamped Stanton B88350/1), percussion fences,
rebounding hammers, rotary underlever opening,

BidMaster Office

horn tipped chequered forend with Deely & Edge
fastening, figured 14½ ins straight hand stock with
chequered wrist, leather padded comb, steel butt
plate, no. 4271 The makers believe this may be a
conversion by them of percussion barrels to a later
action c.1873 £1,000.00 - £1,500.00

S2 .410 hammer Belgian, 25¾ins part octagonal
barrel, side lever opening folding action, 14 ins
straight hand stock, no.1587; 12 bore semi

1030

1031

1032

1033

1034

1035

1036

hammer by Joseph Bourne & Son Birmingham, 32 1037
ins barrel, ½ choke, 2¾ ins chamber, scroll
engraved action, 14¼ins semi pistol grip stock
(forend a/f), no. 51833; .410 hammer, Belgian,
27½ ins two stage barrel, side hammer folding
action, 14,1/8 ins straight hand stock, no. 22 (3)
£30.00 - £40.00
1038
S2 .410 Belgian semi hammer, 27½ ins barrel,
folding sidelever action, skeleton stock with steel
butt plate, nvn £10.00 - £20.00
S2 12 bore sidelock ejector by W. C. Carswell,
27½ ins sleeved barrels inscribed W C Carswell
Exchange Buildings Chapel St. Liverpool, No.1 in 1039
gold, ¼ & ¾, 70mm chambers, fine scroll bouquet
and border engraved action with concealed third
bite, leaf engraved fences, top lever marked No.1
in gold, figured 14,5/8 ins straight hand stock, no. 1040
4817 £600.00 - £900.00
S2 12 bore sidelock ejector by Leech & Sons, 28
ins barrels (recent re proof), ic & ½, the concave
top rib inscribed LEECH & SONS CHELMSFORD,
2½ ins chambers, fine scroll and border engraved 1041
treble grip action signed W. LEECH & SONS,
finely engraved fences and top lever, 15 ins figured
straight hand stock with vacant oval, no. 3926
£800.00 - £1,200.00
S2 28 bore sidelock ejector by Holland & Holland,
28 ins barrels (recent re proof) with dolls head
1042
extension inscribed HOLLAND & HOLLAND 98
New Bond Street London, 70mm chambers,
acanthus scroll foliate and border relief engraved
action and fences with the makers name in gold
letters, well figured 14,13/16 ins straight hand
stock with vacant silver oval, in leather motor case 1043
with makers trade label, no.29520. The makers
have kindly confirmed that this was ordered by His
Highness Raman Ranjit Singh Barmean in May
1915 £12,000.00 - £15,000.00
1044
S2 12 bore sidelock ejector AYA No.2, 26 ins
chopper lump barrels, ¼ & ¼, 70mm chambers,
border and scroll engraved action with some colour
signed with maker's name, gold line cocking
indicators, disc strikers, 15 ins custom pistol grip
stock with double recoil pad, no. 556766 £250.00 - 1045
£450.00
S2 12 bore sidelock ejector, English, 30 ins
barrels (recent re proof), cyl & ic, the rib inscribed
BUILT EXPRESSLY FOR A.W. GAMAGE LTD.
HOLBORN LONDON EC, 2½ ins chambers, scroll
and border engraved sidelock action with
crossbolt, the locks signed A.W. GAMAGE LTD.
and retaining some original colour, 15¼ ins
1046
straight hand stock with vacant oval and fitted
recoil pad, no. 35031 £500.00 - £700.00
S2 12 bore sidelock ejector AYA 'Countryman',
27¾ ins barrels, ¼ & ¼, game rib, 70mm
chambers, border engraved action showing original
colour with cocking indicators, disc strikers,
1047
14,5/8 ins figured straight hand stock, no. 583620
£700.00 - £900.00
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S2 12 bore sidelock ejector AYA No.2, 25¾ ins
chopper lump barrels, ¼ & ½, game rib, 70mm
chambers, scroll engraved action and fences with
original colour, hand detachable locks, disc
strikers, rolled edge trigger guard, 14¾ ins straight
hand stock, no. 458475 £500.00 - £700.00
S2 12 bore sidelock non ejector, Belgian, 27,1/2
ins barrels, 3/4 & full, 70mm chambers, barrels
with engine turned top rib stamped BAYARD, plain
action with border line engraving and crossbolt,
14,1/4 ins semi pistol grip stock, sling swivels,
no.41667 £50.00 - £100.00
S2 12 bore sidelock ejector by BRNO, 28½ ins
barrels, ¾ & full, 70mm chambers, relief engraved
treble grip action, 14¼ ins straight hand stock,
no.1-009944-79 £80.00 - £120.00
S2 12 bore sidelock ejector by CZ, 28¼ ins
barrels, file cut rib, ¾ & ¾, blacked polished
action, disk strikers, 14½ ins semi Prince of
Wales stock with cheek piece, sling swivels, no.
14976 £100.00 - £200.00
S2 12 bore sidelock non ejector, English, 28 ins
sleeved barrels, ic & ¼, the top rib inscribed R.
ROBINSON HULL with dolls head extension,
border and scroll engraved back action locks, 14½
ins straight hand stock (with ebonised extension),
no. 2811 £50.00 - £100.00
S2 12 bore sidelock ejector by Victor Sarasqueta,
27¾ ins barrels, ¼ & ¾, 70mm chambers,
polished scroll and border engraved action signed
with maker's name, 14,5/8 ins straight hand stock,
no. 245806 £200.00 - £400.00
S2 12 bore sidelock ejector by BRNO, 28¼ ins
chopper lump barrels, ½ & ¾, 2¾ ins chambers,
plain black action with cocking indicators, 14½ ins
extended straight hand stock, no. 1-002467-73
£80.00 - £120.00
S2 12 bore sidelock ejector by V. Sarasqueta,
27¾ ins barrels, ic & ¼, game rib, 70mm
chambers, scroll and border engraved action and
fences, cocking indicators, disc strikers, 15 ins
straight hand stock, no. 224642 £250.00 - £350.00
S2 12 bore sidelock non ejector by Cogswell &
Harrison, 30 ins barrels, ic & ¾, concave rib
inscribed ARMY & NAVY C. S. Ltd LONDON, 2½
ins chambers, fine border and scroll engraved
action signed COGSWELL & HARRISON,
engraved top lever and fences, 14½ ins straight
hand stock with vacant oval, steel heel and toe
plates, no. 11128 £100.00 - £200.00
S2 12 bore sidelock ejector by L.I.G. 27½ ins
barrels, ½ & full, game rib with bead foresight,
70mm chambers, scroll and border engraved
action with full colour, disc strikers, 14¼ ins
straight hand stock, vacant oval, no. 81659
£100.00 - £200.00
S2 12 bore sidelock ejector by V. Aramberri, 27¾
ins barrels, game rib, 70mm chambers, engraved
action with concealed third bite, 13½ ins straight

hand stock, no. 106838 £80.00 - £120.00
1048

S2 12 bore sidelock ejector, Spanish, 27 ins
barrels, ic & ¾, file cut Churchill rib with bead
foresight, 70mm chambers, bold scroll engraved
action and fences, disc strikers, 14½ ins straight
hand stock, no. 62532 £100.00 - £200.00

1049

S2 20 bore boxlock ejector by McLoughlin &
Sons, 28 ins brown damascus barrels (nitro proof), 1058
cyl & cyl, engine turned game rib inscribed
McLoughlin & Sons Cheltenham with dolls head
extension, 70mm chambers, scroll and border
engraved action and fences with Pointer to
1059
furniture, 14,7/8 ins extended straight hand stock,
no. 8232 £500.00 - £600.00

1050

1051

1052

S2 12 bore boxlock ejector by Laurona, 26 ins
chopper lump barrels, ic & ¼, Churchill rib with
bead foresight, 70mm chambers, scroll and
banner engraved action with concealed third bite
showing some colour, 14 ins straight hand stock,
no. 141864 £80.00 - £100.00
S2 12 bore boxlock ejector by V. Sarasqueta,
25¾ ins barrels, file cut Churchill rib, 70mm
chambers, scroll and banner engraved action
signed VICTOR SARASQUETA, disc strikers,
original colour, 14¼ ins straight hand stock, no.
213784 £80.00 - £120.00

1061

S2 20 bore boxlock non ejector Kestrel by
Gunmark, 27 ins barrels, ic & full, 70mm
chambers, game scene engraved action, disc
strikers, 14½ ins straight hand stock with recoil
pad, no. 339449 £60.00 - £80.00

S2 12 bore 'In The White' AYA boxlock ejector, 28
ins barrels, Churchill rib, 70mm chambers, no.
577220 n.b. no woodwork, barrels action and
forend present, the barrels are chambered but not
rimmed £150.00 - £250.00

1054

S2 12 bore boxlock ejector by W. H. Monk, 30 ins
barrels, stamped KRUPP STEEL, top rib inscribed
W. H. MONK CHESTER, ¼ & ¾, scroll and
border engraved action with third bite signed with 1064
maker's name, 16 ins extended straight hand
stock with vacant silver oval, no. 49292 £100.00 £200.00

1056

S2 20 bore boxlock non ejector, Spanish, 26 ins
barrels, ¼ & full, 70mm chambers, action with
some colour, disc strikers, 14½ ins straight hand
stock, no. 9952 £200.00 - £250.00

1057

S2 12 bore boxlock non ejector by W. J. Jeffery &
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S2 12 bore boxlock ejector by AYA 'Best Quality'
No.4, 27 ins chopper lump barrels, ¼ & ¼,
concave top rib inscribed AYA, 70mm chambers,
scroll and foliate engraved action, disc strikers,
14¼ ins figured straight hand stock with vacant
oval, no. 543000 £300.00 - £400.00
S2 12 bore boxlock ejector by Sabel, 27 ins
chopper lump barrels, ¼ & ½, rib inscribed
SABEL EJECTOR, 70mm chambers, scroll
engraved action with full colour, disc strikers, 15
ins straight hand stock with vacant oval and recoil
pad, no. 101501 £100.00 - £200.00

S2 12 bore boxlock ejector by Lancaster, 28 ins
barrels, ic & ¾, inscribed CHARLES LANCASTER
7 BURY STREET ST. JAMES'S LONDON,
1062
concave tapered top rib with bead foresight
numbered '1', fine border and scroll engraved
action inscribed CHARLES LANCASTER PATENT
and PATENT BLOCK SAFETY, 14¾ ins straight
hand stock with vacant silver oval, no. 07132
1063
£400.00 - £600.00

S2 10 bore boxlock non ejector by Larranaga, 32
ins barrels, game rib with bead fore and mid
sights, 89mm chambers, sparingly engraved
action with concealed third bite and full colour,
disc strikers, beaver tail forend, 14½ ins Prince of
Wales stock with recoil pad, no. 30283 £200.00 £250.00

S2 12 bore boxlock ejector by BSA , 28 ins
barrels, ½ & ¾, black treble grip action 15¼ ins
extended semi pistol grip stock, no. W861 £80.00 £100.00

1060

1053

1055

Co., 30 ins barrels, & ½, inscribed W. J.
JEFFERY & CO. 13 KING STREET ST. JAMES'S
STREET LONDON SW, Herakles Compound Gun
Barrel Steel, scroll banner and border engraved
scallop backed treble grip action and fences, well
figured 14½ ins straight hand stock, no. 4677
£80.00 - £120.00

S2 12 bore boxlock ejector Webley Model 700, 30
ins barrels (recent re-proof), ¼ & ¾, 65mm
chambers, scroll and border engraved action with
maker's name, 14¾ ins straight hand stock with
vacant oval, no. 120663 £250.00 - £350.00
S2 12 bore boxlock non ejector by Midland Gun
Co., 28 ins sleeved barrels, ¼ & ½, 2½ ins
chambers, scroll and border engraved action with
crossbolt, 14½ ins semi pistol grip stock, no.
59638; 12 bore boxlock non ejector, English, 28
ins sleeved barrels, ic & ½, 2½ ins chambers,
border engraved polished action with cross bolt,
signed BARRATT & SON, 14¼ ins figured straight
hand stock with vacant oval, no. 5844 (2) £30.00 £50.00
S2 12 bore boxlock ejector AYA Twenty Five, 25
ins chopper lump barrels, ¼ & ½, Churchill rib,
70mm chambers, engraved action and fences with
most original colour, 14¾ ins straight hand stock
with recoil pad, no. 260596 £300.00 - £400.00

1065

S2 12 bore boxlock ejector by William Cashmore,
28 ins damascus barrels, ¼ & ¾, inscribed W W
Cashmore Maker Birmingham, plain treble grip
action, 15,1/8 ins extended straight hand stock,
no. 11859 £300.00 - £500.00

1066

S2 12 bore boxlock ejector by Webley & Scott
Model 700, 28 ins barrels, ¼ & full, stamped
WEBLEY & SCOTT BIRMINGHAM, 2¾ ins
chambers, scroll engraved action with full colour
signed with maker's name, 14 ins figured straight
hand stock with vacant silver oval, no. 141943
£500.00 - £700.00

1067

1068

1069

1070

S2 12 bore boxlock ejector by Gorosabel, 27½ ins
barrels, ¼ & ic, machine turned concave rib,
70mm chambers, polished scroll engraved action,
disc strikers, 15¼ ins straight hand stock with
recoil pad, no. 112817 £50.00 - £100.00
1078
S2 .410 semi hammer Cabala (Spanish), 27¾ ins
barrels, folding action with side lever opening, 14½
ins semi pistol grip stock, no. AG9388 £60.00 £80.00
S2 .410 double hammer by Midland Gun Co., 28
ins barrels inscribed Midland Gun Co. Birmingham
England, 14¾ ins straight hand stock (a/f - crack 1079
through wrist), no. 1270 £20.00 - £30.00
S2 12 boreboxlock non ejector by Zabala, 26 ins
barrels, ½ & ¾, 70mm chambers, disc strikers,
14¼ ins straight hand stock, no. 242453 £20.00 £40.00

engraved action with petite side plates signed
Army & Navy, disc strikers, engraved PATENT top
lever, 14¼ ins straight hand stock, no. 12668
£150.00 - £250.00
S2 12 bore boxlock ejector by Cogswell &
Harrison, 26 ins barrels, cyl & ic, top rib inscribed
COGSWELL & HARRISON 141 NEW BOND ST.
LONDON, bold scroll engraved side plated action
with cross bolt signed with maker's name, 14¾ ins
semi pistol grip stock, no. 45698 £300.00 £400.00
S2 12 bore boxlock ejector by BSA, 28 ins
Jesspos Fluid Pressed Steel barrels, ic & ¾, rib
signed BSA Guns, engraved action, 15¼ ins
straight hand stock (with 1 ins extension), vacant
oval, no. 39820 £50.00 - £80.00

1080

1071

S2 12 bore boxlock non ejector by Zabala, 28 ins
barrels, ¼ & ½, 70mm chambers, disc strikers,
14¼ ins straight hand stock, no. 22919 £20.00 £40.00

S2 12 bore boxlock non ejector by Ugartechea,
27½ ins barrels, ½ & full, 70mm chambers, plain
action with full colour, disc strikers, 14¼ ins
straight hand stock (butt cap cracked), no. 111269
£30.00 - £40.00

1072

1081
S2 12 bore boxlock ejector by Linsley Brothers,
30 ins barrels (recent re proof), cyl & ¼, the rib
inscribed LINSLEY BROS LANDS LANE, LEEDS,
65mm chambers, scroll engraved action with
discreet third bite, signed with maker's name, 14¼
ins straight hand stock with vacant silver oval, in
1082
leather gun case with green baize lined fitted
interior with maker's trade label, no. 1902 £300.00 £400.00

S2 20 bore boxlock ejector by Cogswell &
Harrison, 26½ ins barrels, ¾ & ¾, scroll engraved
action stamped with maker's name, 14½ is
straight hand stock with ebonised butt plate, no.
57442 £200.00 - £400.00

1073

1074

1075

1076

1077

S2 12 bore boxlock ejector by BSA, 30 ins
barrels, ic & ½, black action stamped BSA, 14½
ins straight hand stock, no. 39890; 12 bore
boxlock non ejector AYA Yeomans, 28 ins
barrels, 14¼ ins straight stock (all surface finish
a/f), no. 348316 (2) £30.00 - £50.00

1083

S2 12 bore boxlock ejector by Geo. Newnham, 28
ins barrels by C. P. Smith (Purdey's), ¼ & ¼,
scroll and border engraved treble grip action,
embossed leaf and arcaded fences, 14¾ ins
extended straight hand stock, no. 2026 £200.00 £300.00
1084
S2 16 bore boxlock ejector by Jos. Lang & Son,
25½ ins barrels with dolls head extension
inscribed JOSEPH LANG & SON 7 BURY
STREET ST. JAMES'S LONDON, ic & ic, border
engraved action, disc strikers, single trigger, 15¼
ins extended straight hand stock, in leather
lightweight fitted case, Stephen Grant & Joseph
Lang trade label, no. 16617 £300.00 - £400.00

1085

S2 12 bore boxlock non ejector by Cogswell &
Harrison, 30 ins barrels, ic & ¾, scroll and border
engraved treble grip action, 14,3/8 ins extended
straight hand stock, in canvas and leather gun
1086
case with green baize lined fitted interior, Cogswell
& Harrison trade label, no. 40156 £50.00 - £100.00
S2 12 bore boxlock non ejector by Army & Navy,
30 ins barrels, ic & ½, top rib inscribed ARMY &
NAVY C.S.L. with dolls head extension, scroll
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S2 12 bore boxlock ejector by AYA, 28 ins
chopper lump barrels, full & ¼, 70mm chambers,
action with some colour bearing maker's name,
14½ ins straight hand stock, no. 461981; 12 bore
boxlock ejector by AYA, 28 ins barrels, ¾ & full,
70mm chambers, action with some colour, 14,7/8
ins straight hand stock (cracked at wrist), no.
129368 (2) £60.00 - £100.00
S2 12 bore boxlock non ejector by Army & Navy,
30 ins sleeved barrels, the concave top rib
inscribed ARMY & NAVY C.S.L. LONDON, ic &
½, 65mm chambers, border engraved signed
action with some colour, 14¼ ins straight hand
stock with vacant silver oval and recoil pad, no.
69396 £60.00 - £100.00
S2 12 bore boxlock non ejector by Baikal, 28½ ins
barrels, 70mm chambers, 14¼ ins stock, no.
X08785; 12 bore Baikal single 29 ins barrel, 14¾
ins stock, no. 23598;l 12 bore Baikal single 28½
ins barrel, 14¾ ins stock, no. 25557 (3) £30.00 £40.00
S2 12 bore boxlock ejector by Winchester 'Super
Grade' M/23 XTR 28 ins barrels, ic & ¼, raised file
cut ventilated rib, 76mm Magnum chambers, scroll
and border engraved polished action, single
selective trigger, 14¾ ins semi pistol grip stock
with recoil pad, no. PWK006311 £300.00 - £400.00
S2 12 bore boxlock non ejector Ugartechea, 27½
ins barrels, ½ & ¾, 70mm chambers, 14¼ ins
straight hand stock, no. 43260 £20.00 - £30.00
S2 20 bore boxlock non ejector by AYA, 28 ins
barrels, ½ & full, 70mm chambers, 14,3/8 ins
straight hand stock, no. 195262 £100.00 - £200.00

1088

S2 12 bore boxlock ejector by Watson Brothers,
27 ½ ins barrels (recent re proof), ic & ½, the top
rib inscribed WATSON BROS. 29 OLD BOND ST.
LONDON, 2½ ins chambers, fine scroll and border
engraved treble grip action retaining some colour,
14½ ins straight hand stock with vacant oval, no.
97882 £300.00 - £500.00

with maker's name, 14½ ins semi pistol grip
stock, no. 123064; 12 bore hammer by Rowlatt,
Jones patent rotary underlever opening, border
engraved back action locks bearing maker's name,
14,1/4 ins straight hand stock with vacant oval,
nvn (rust and pitting throughout) (3)
£10.00 - £20.00

1089

S2 12 bore boxlock non ejector by Verney Carron, 1100
27½ ins barrels, ¼ & ¾, 65mm chambers,
polished treble grip action with clipped fences and
stamped with maker's name, 14½ ins straight
1101
hand stock with sling swivels, no. 1222ZZ £30.00 £50.00

S2 The action, barrels and parts of a 12 bore
double hammer gun by J. Rigby & Co., no. 12944
(barrels available for parts only) £50.00 - £100.00

S2 12 bore boxlock non ejector by LIG, 28 ins
barrels, full & ½, 70mm chambers, plain action
with some colour, 14½ ins straight hand stock,
no. 58375 £20.00 - £25.00

1102

S2 AGP (Bisley) 20 bore - .410 barrel adapter, 2½
ins chamber £30.00 - £50.00

1103

S2 180 (approx.) x 12 bore and other mixed
cartridges (inc. 50 x 20 bore & .410) £30.00 £50.00

1090

1091

1092

1093
1094

1095

1096

1097

1098

1099

S2 16 bore boxlock non ejector by AYA, 28 ins
barrels, ¾ & full, 70mm chambers, border
engraved action with retained colour, disc strikers, 1104
14,5/8 ins straight hand stock, no.213246 £40.00 £80.00
1105
The stock action and forend of a 12 bore boxlock
non ejector by H. Pullen, signed engraved action, 1106
14¼ ins straight hand stock, no. 27906 £10.00 1107
£20.00
1108
Martini stock and action £20.00 - £40.00
S2 12 bore boxlock ejector AYA, forend missing,
no. 455320; 12 bore boxlock non ejector Baikal,
forend missing, no. A3667; 12 bore boxlock non
ejector Gunmark Kestrel, stock shattered at wrist,
forend missing, no. 380896 All for parts or repair
(3) £20.00 - £25.00

30

S2 Framed and glazed cartridge display board, 21
ins x 17 ins £40.00 - £50.00
S2 25 x 8 bore Magnum cartridges £35.00 - £45.00
S2 400 x 12 bore mixed cartridges £40.00 - £50.00
S2 500 x 12 bore cartridges: Holland & Holland
Super De Luxe, Holland's 'Northwood' and others
£50.00 - £60.00
S2 175 x 12 bore, .410 and other collectors
cartridges £30.00 - £40.00

1110

S2 100 x 12 bore Eley Kynoch War Time Issue
smokeless cartridges in original card boxes and
wooden transport box £20.00 - £40.00
S2 300 x assorted collectors cartridges £30.00 £50.00
S2 400 x 12 bore and other assorted collectors
cartridges, and quantity of fired collectors paper
cartridge cases £40.00 - £60.00
S2 400 x 12 bore mixed paper and plastic cased
cartridges £40.00 - £50.00

1114

S2 200 (approx.) x 16 bore cartridges (Sellier &
Bellot and others); 16 bore roll turnover tool
£40.00 - £60.00

1115

S2 5 x 12 bore Eley 'Rocket' tracer cartridges in
original box; 15 x 12 bore Eley collectors
cartridges 'Zenith', 'Deep Shell', 'Westminster';
Quantity of collectors pinfire and other empty
paper cases £30.00 - £40.00

S2 The stock action and forend of a 12 bore
boxlock non ejector by Chas. Rosson (originally
with 30 ins barrels by Army & Navy), scroll and
border engraved action, leaf arcaded fences, finely
1116
engraved lever forend release, 14½ ins straight
hand stock, no. 1878 £20.00 - £30.00
1117
The stock, action and forend of 12 bore boxlock
non ejector by Thomas Turner, border engraved
action with third bite, sliding top lever marked
1118
Thomas Turner, 15 ins extended straight hand
stock (a/f - crude repair to wrist), no. 4743; The
1119
stock, action and forend of 12 bore boxlock non
ejector by Remington Arms Co., action stamped
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S2 Framed and glazed cartridge display board, 35
ins x 14 ins £30.00 - £50.00

1109

S2 The stock and action of 12 bore Browning 2000
1111
semi automatic, 3 shot, sparingly engraved
polished black receiver, 14½ ins semi pistol grip
stock with recoil pad, no. 19404 £20.00 - £30.00
1112
S2 The stock action and forend of a 12 bore
boxlock non ejector by W. W. Greener, plain
treble grip action, patent side safety, 14¼ ins
1113
straight hand stock, no. 65350 £10.00 - £20.00
S2 The stock action and forend of a 16 bore
German Drilling hammer gun, plain back action
locks, push forward underlever opening, semi
pistol grip stock with cheek piece, no. 10297
£20.00 - £40.00

S2 Leather cartridge belt with 19 x 20 bore
cartridges, together with another cartridge belt and
two cartridge bags £30.00 - £50.00

S2 200 x 12 bore gun maker and retailer collectors
cartridges £40.00 - £60.00
S2 4 x 4 bore Eley Kynoch paper cased cartridges
£40.00 - £50.00
S2 25 x 8 bore Eley Gastight paper cased
cartridges in original box £30.00 - £50.00
300 x 12 bore mixed cartridges, Eley, Fiocchi,
Gamebore etc. £30.00 - £50.00

1120

S2 975 x 12 bore mixed cartridges £80.00 £100.00

1121

S2 500 x 12 bore RC Comp 28g 6 shot cartridges 1144
£70.00 - £90.00

1122

S2 500 x 12 bore RC Comp 28g 6 shot cartridges
£70.00 - £90.00
1145

1123
1124

S2 500 x 12 bore RC Titano 31g cartridges £70.00
- £90.00
1146
95 x 28 bore Eley and other cartridges £10.00 £20.00

1125

25 x .410 Eley Fourlong cartridges; quantity of
mixed .410/.36 cartridges £15.00 - £20.00

1126

27 x 12 bore Eley VIP 30gr cartridges £10.00 £20.00

1127

1143

25 x 20 bore Gamebore Buffalo 24 gr cartridges;
quantity of mixed 20 bore and 16 bore cartridges
£20.00 - £30.00

1128

71 x 12 bore various Eley cartridges £10.00 £20.00

1129

50 x 12 bore Eley Black Panther 28.5gr
cartridges; quantity of mixed 12 bore paper cased
cartridges £20.00 - £30.00

1130

S2 500 x 16 bore cartridges: Eley, SMI Standard,
etc £60.00 - £100.00

1131

S2 Quantity of .410 cartridges; part box of 9mm
Flobert cartridges £20.00 - £30.00

1132

S2 Quantity of mixed 20 bore cartridges:
Winchester Super X, Three Crowns, Adkins, etc
£30.00 - £40.00

Spare Lot

1149

Spare Lot

1150

Spare Lot

1151

S2 12 bore Remington 870 Wingmaster Super
Magnum pump action shotgun, 3 shot, 27½ ins
multi choke barrel (steel shot proof), rise and fall
file cut ventilated rib, 89mm (3½ ins) chamber,
plain black action (barrel retention a/f), 14 ins semi
pistol grip stock with recoil pad, two spare chokes
with instructions, no. D884343A £50.00 - £80.00

1152

S2 12 bore Beretta AL391 Urika semi automatic
(action cycling a/f), 3 shot, 28 ins multi choke
barrel (5 chokes with key), raised file cut ventilated
rib, 76mm chamber, game bird etched black
receiver, 14 ins semi pistol grip stock with recoil
pad, in maker's hard plastic case with
instructions, no. AA225880 £50.00 - £100.00

1153

S2 12 bore Remington Model 1100 Skeet semi
automatic, 3 shot, 27½ ins barrel, ¼ choke, raised
ventilated rib, 2¾ ins chamber, black receiver
typically engraved, 15 ins extended semi pistol
grip stock, no. N547922V £80.00 - £120.00

S2 Laether cartridge belt with 25 x 12 bore
cartridges, including paper cased Gallyon Granton
1154
£10.00 - £20.00

1135

S2 Quantity of collectors cartridges: Pneumatic,
1155
W.D., Westley Richards, The Express, Eley WD
Trapshooting, Eley 20 gauge, etc £30.00 - £50.00

1136

S2 24 x 8 bore Ballistic Magmax Nickel 3¼ ins,
2½ oz, 1 shot cartridges £40.00 - £60.00

1137

S2 25 x 8 bore Ballistic Mamax 3¼ ins, 2¼ oz, 5
shot cartridges £30.00 - £50.00

1138

S2 Quantity of 12 bore and other collector's
cartridges: Alex Martin Crimpage; Dickson The
Capital; Eley Magnum & Grand Prix, and others
£30.00 - £40.00

1139

S2 147 x .410 Eley 75mm No.6 shot & Remington
3 ins No.6 shot cartridges, together with a leather 1157
game carrier £30.00 - £50.00

1156

S2 325 x 12 bore D&J 28g fibre wad cartridges
£40.00 - £50.00

1142

S2 350 x 12 bore Express Pro cartridges £40.00 £50.00
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S2 38 x .410 Eley and other cartridges £10.00 £20.00

1148

1134

1141

S2 Large quantity of 12 bore and other mixed
cartridges £30.00 - £40.00

S2 150 (approx.) x 12 bore assorted cartridges:
Holland & Holland Super-Twelve, Eley Grand Prix,
and others £30.00 - £40.00

S2 Quantity of mixed 12 bore cartridges £20.00 £30.00

S2 125 x 12 bore Kent Velocity 28g 7.5 shot
competition cartridges; 25 x 20 bore ProTwenty
28g 7.5 shot fibre wad cartridges £20.00 - £25.00

S2 150 x 12 bore mixed 28g cartridges; 20 x 12
bore Express Hevi-Shot 36g cartridges £30.00 £40.00

1147

1133

1140

S2 200 x 12 bore Express Super & Express
Profibre cartridges £30.00 - £40.00

S2 12 bore Remington 1100 semi automatic, 3
shot, no. N593423V £80.00 - £120.00
S2 20 bore Hatsan Escort pump action, 3 shot, 24
ins steel shot proof multi choke barrel (4 chokes
with key), raised ventilated rib, black receiver, 14½
ins synthetic pistol grip stock with spare junior
wood stock, boxed with instructions, no. 248149
£200.00 - £300.00
S2 12 bore Breda Aries 2 semi automatic, 3 shot,
27 ins multi choke barrel, machined ventilated rib,
70mm chamber, relief engraved receiver with matt
black and alloy finish, 14½ ins semi pistol grip
stock with recoil pad, sling swivels, no. A142381
£100.00 - £200.00
S2 20 bore Franchi 620VS semi automatic, 3
shot, 28 ins multi choke barrel, file cut ventilated
rib with bead foresight, 3 ins chamber, plain black
receiver with contrasting matt and gloss finish,
14½ ins semi pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no.
HH03187 £150.00 - £250.00
S2 12 bore Hatsan Escort Magnum semi
automatic, 3 shot, 27½ ins multi choke barrel (5
chokes), raised file cut ventilated rib, 76mm

Magnum chamber, matt black receiver, black
synthetic pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no.
112081 £80.00 - £120.00

stock, in maker's hard plastic case with gun lock
and instructions, no. 39258MZ £500.00 - £700.00
1169

1159

S2 20 bore Benelli 201 SL80 semi automatic, 3
shot, 25 ins ½ choke barrel, slender file cut
ventilated rib, 70mm chamber, plain black receiver
14,7/8 ins semi pistol grip stock with recoil pad,
no. B07409 £150.00 - £250.00

S2 12 bore Browning 325 over and under, ejector,
30 ins multi choke barrels, broad ventilated rib, 2¾
ins chambers, game scene engraved polished
action, adjustable single selective trigger, semi
pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no. 66483NM
£600.00 - £900.00

1160

S2 20 bore Beretta AL391 Urika semi automatic, 3 1170
shot, 25½ ins multi choke barrel, file cut ventilated
rib with bead foresight, black action stamped
Beretta, 14½ ins semi pistol grip stock with recoil
pad, no. AA309723 £200.00 - £300.00

1161

S2 12 bore Fabarm Goldenmatic 125SL semi
automatic, 3 shot, 27½ ins barrel, ½ choke,
ventilated rib, 70mm chamber, polished black
receiver, 14¼ ins semi pistol grip stock with sling
swivels, no. 324198 £80.00 - £120.00

S2 12 bore Browning (FN) A1 over and under,
ejector, 27½ ins barrels, ¾ & ¼, narrow file cut
ventilated rib, 2¾ ins chambers, polished black
action, single selective trigger, 14¾ ins roach belly
stock with recoil pad, no. 22436S70 £800.00 £1,200.00

1162

1171

S2 12 bore Beretta Model A301 semi automatic, 3
shot, 28 ins barrel with Polychoke, ventilated rib,
14¼ ins semi pistol grip stock, no. G25153E
1172
£100.00 - £200.00

1163

S2 12 bore Benelli Centro semi automatic, 3 shot,
27½ ins multi choke barrel, ventilated carbon fibre
rib, 3 ins chamber, matt black receiver with
maker's name highlighted in red, 14¼ ins semi
pistol grip stock, in maker's hard plastic case, no.
M496851 £200.00 - £250.00

1164

S2 12 bore Fabarm Model 130 semi automatic, 3
shot, 27½ ins barrel, ¼ choke, file cut ventilated
rib, polished black receiver, 14¼ ins semi pistol
grip stock, no. 406549 £80.00 - £120.00

1165

S2 12 bore Browning B25 Lightning over and
under, ejector, 26½ ins barrel, ½ & ¼, ¼ ins file
cut ventilated rib, 2¾ ins chambers, the action
simply engraved signed underneath LIGHTINING
BROWNING, single selective trigger, 14¼ ins
semi pistol grip stock, no. 85248 £500.00 £700.00

1166

1167

1168

S2 12 bore Beretta 687 over and under, ejector, 28
ins ventilated barrels, full & ½, ventilated rib,
70mm chambers, game scene engraved action,
single selective trigger, 14½ ins semi pistol grip
stock with recoil pad, no. E28319B £500.00 £700.00
S2 Pair Armi Bertuzzi sidelock over and under
ejector guns, each with 28 ins barrels, full & ½
choke, tapered file cut rib marked in gold 1 & 2,
70mm chambers, exceptionally fine scroll bouquet
and border hand engraved sidelock actions and
fences, the engraved top levers numbered 1 & 2 in
gold, single triggers, rolled edge trigger guards,
engraved furniture with maker's emblem and
numbers 1 & 2 in gold to forends, highly figured
14,7/8 ins straight hand stocks, nos. 5944/45, in
fully fitted oak and leather makers case with claret
baize lining and canvas outer £15,000.00 £20,000.00

1173

S2 12 bore Perazzi SC1 Skeet c.1969, over and
under, ejector, 26¾ ins sharks gill ported barrels,
neg & neg, 3/8 ins file cut ventilated rib, 70mm
chambers, plain steel action with some original
colour, single trigger, 14½ ins figured semi pistol
grip stock, no. 33807 £700.00 - £900.00

1174
S2 12 bore Miroku Charles Daly Diamond Grade 3
Trap over and under, ejector, 30 ins barrels, full &
¾, broad engine turned ventilated rib, 2¾ ins
chambers, scroll and border engraved polished
action signed B. C. Miroku, single selective
1175
trigger, 14 ins semi pistol grip stock with recoil
pad, no. 345085 £600.00 - £800.00

S2 12 bore Beretta 1680-1980 Commemorative
Percussion over and under, 30 ins barrels, cyl &
ic, brass mounted ramrod, engraved back action
locks, 14,3/8 ins straight hand stock, no. X0064B
£100.00 - £200.00

S2 12 bore Miroku MK-60 Trap over and under,
ejector, 29½ ins ventilated barrels, full & ¾, ½ ins
file cut ventilated rib with ½ ins rise and bead
foresight, 2¾ ins chambers, acanthus and foliate
engraved polished action signed B. C. MIROKU,
engraved trigger guard, single selective trigger,
14½ ins well figured semi pistol grip stock with
recoil pad, no. 55183NT £900.00 - £1,100.00

S2 12 bore Lanber over and under, ejector, 27½
ins ventilated barrels, ½ ins file cut ventilated rib,
70mm chambers, scroll and bouquet engraved
action, single selective trigger, 14,3/8 ins semi
pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no. 155530
£100.00 - £200.00

1176

S2 12 bore Fabarm over and under, 26¾ ins
barrels, full & ¼, ventilated rib, 70mm chambers,
engraved alloy action, 14½ ins semi pistol grip
stock, no. 93878 £20.00 - £40.00

S2 12 bore Browning 425 over and under, ejector, 1177
28 ins Invector multi choke barrels (3 chokes with
key), ¼ ins file cut ventilated rib, 2¾ ins
chambers, game scene engraved polished action,
single selective trigger, 14¾ ins semi pistol grip

S2 12 bore Lanber over and under, ejector, 27½
ins ventilated barrels, ½ & ¼, broad file cut
ventilated rib, 70mm chambers, engraved action,
single selective trigger, 14¼ ins semi pistol grip
stock, no. 178031 £100.00 - £150.00
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1178

1179

1180

1181

S2 12 bore Midland Gun Co. (Italian) over and
under, ejector, 27½ ins ventilated multi choke
barrels, file cut ventilated rib with bead sights,
70mm chambers, finely engraved alloy action,
single trigger, 14 ins semi pistol grip stock, no.
89903; 12 bore Italian over and under, ejector, 27¾
ins barrels, full & ½, 70mm chambers, engraved
1189
alloy action, 14½ ins semi pistol grip stock, no.
P3064 (2) £100.00 - £200.00
S2 12 bore BSA 600 over and under, ejector, 28
ins barrels, ¾ & ic, file cut ventilated rib, 2¾ ins
chambers, scroll engraved black action with cross
bolt, single selective trigger, 14½ ins semi pistol
grip stock (cracks in wood near action) with recoil
pad, no. 612301 £40.00 - £60.00
1190
S2 12 bore Lanber over and under, ejector, 27½
ins barrels, ½ & ½, raised file cut ventilated rib,
scroll and game bird engraved action signed by
maker, single selective trigger, 14½ ins semi
pistol grip stock, no. 255495 £100.00 - £150.00
S2 12 bore Animo Express over and under,
ejector, 27½ ins barrels, ¼ & ¼, ventilated rib,
1191
70mm chambers, foliate engraved polished action,
single trigger, 13½ ins semi pistol grip stock, no.
96951 £80.00 - £100.00

ins barrels, ½ & ¼, broad engine turned rib, relief
engraved sideplated action with hunting scenes
and oak leaf decoration, engraved balusters and
fences with side lever safety (double trigger), 14
ins semi pistol grip stock with recoil pad and
cheek piece, no. 45 £600.00 - £700.00
S2 12 bore AYA MD2 over and under, ejector, 30
ins suspended barrels, ¾ & full, 5/8 ins file cut
ventilated rib, 70mm chambers, border engraved
polished black action with AYA and MD2
highlighted in gold, single selective trigger, 14½
ins semi pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no. 1603-149-98 - as new, test fired only £600.00 £800.00
S2 12 bore Miroku MK-70 Grade 5 Sporter over
and under, ejector, 30 ins Invector multi choke
barrels, broad file cut ventilated rib, 2¾ ins
chambers, bold scroll and border engraved action,
single selective trigger, 14¾ ins semi pistol grip
stock (repaired crack through wrist) with vacant
oval, no. 52264MW £500.00 - £600.00
S2 12 bore Boito over and under, 27¾ ventilated
barrels, ¾ & ¼, ventilated rib, 2¾ ins chambers,
double triggers, 14½ semi pistol grip stock, no.
41160 £50.00 - £100.00

1182

S2 12 bore Miroku over and under, ejector, 26 ins 1192
barrels, ic & ic, broad file cut ventilated rib with
bead sights, 2¾ ins chambers, scroll and border
engraved action, single selective trigger, 14 ins
Prince of Wales stock, no. 671350 £200.00 £300.00

S2 12 bore Zoli over and under, ejector, 28 ins
barrels, cyl & cyl, raised file cut ventilated rib,
70mm chambers, polished engraved sideplated
action, single selective trigger (with extension), 15
ins semi pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no.
L01206 £150.00 - £250.00

1183

S2 12 bore CZ BRNO Model 101 over and under, 1193
27½ ins barrels, ½ & ¾, machined solid rib, 2¾
ins chambers, black action, sliding toplever
opening, 14¼ ins semi pistol grip stock, sling
swivels, no. 031773 £50.00 - £100.00

S2 12 bore Breda over and under, ejector, 27 ins
barrels, ¾ & ¼, file cut ventilated rib, 70mm
chambers, acanthus scroll engraved action signed
F. Pedretti, single selective trigger, 15 ins semi
pistol grip stock, no. 146654 £100.00 - £150.00

1184

S2 12 bore Silma M-80 Sporter over and under,
1194
ejector, 30 ins ventilated multi choke barrels (three
spare chokes with key), ventilated rib, 70mm
chambers, matt steel action, single selective
trigger, 14,7/8 ins semi pistol grip stock, boxed test fired only, no. 153166 £400.00 - £500.00

S2 12 bore Winchester Model 400 over and under,
ejector, 28 ins barrels, ¾ & ¼, machine turned
ventilated rib, 2¾ ins chambers, black action
sparingly engraved, single selective trigger, 14¼
ins semi pistol grip stock, no. K381432 £200.00 £300.00

1185

1195
S2 12 bore Webley & Scott Model 912 over and
under, ejector, 30 ins multi choke ventilated
barrels (full & full fitted), broad ventilated rib, 76mm
chambers, single selective trigger, 14,5/8 ins semi
pistol grip stock with rubber butt pad, no.
TR13KA9830 £200.00 - £300.00
1196

S2 12 bore Midland Gun Co. over and under,
ejector, 27¾ ins ventilated barrels, full & ½,
ventilated rib, 70mm chambers, finely engraved
alloy action with crossbolt, single trigger, 14¼ ins
semi pistol grip stock, no. 593C2 £80.00 - £120.00

1186

S2 12 bore Lanber over and under, ejector, 26 ins
barrels ¾ & ¼, ventilated rib, 70mm chambers,
scroll engraved black action, single trigger, 14,5/8
ins semi pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no.
98705 £70.00 - £100.00

1187

S2 12 bore Browning A1 Trap over and under,
ejector, 30 ins barrels, ½ & ¼, file cut ventilated
rib, border engraved action, single selective trigger, 1197
14½ ins semi pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no.
### £500.00 - £600.00

1188

S2 12 bore German (Merkel?) over and under, 29½
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S2 12 bore Classic Doubles Model 101 Sporter
over and under, ejector (lower ejector missing), 30
ins multi choke ventilated barrels, broad ventilated
rib, 3 ins chambers, simply engraved black action
signed Classic Trap, adjustable single selective
trigger, figured semi pistol grip stock (repaired
crack at wrist) with adjustable comb and recoil
pad, no. CT2-824 £100.00 - £200.00
S2 12 bore Verney-Carron over and under, ejector,
27½ ins barrels, ½ & ic, 70mm chambers, file cut
ventilated rib, boldly engraved polished action, 14
ins semi pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no.
A83746X £50.00 - £100.00

1198

S2 12 bore Lanber over and under, ejector, 27½
1208
ins multi choke ventilated barrels, raised ventilated
rib, 70mm chambers, game scene and scroll
engraved action, single selective trigger, 14 ins
semi pistol grip stock, no. 285920 £60.00 £100.00
1209
S2 12 bore Miroku MK38 Trap over and under,
ejector, 30¼ ins barrels, ½ & ¼, ventilated rib, 2¾
ins chambers, engraved polished action, single
selective trigger, 13½ ins semi pistol grip stock
with recoil pad, no. 53461MM £250.00 - £350.00

S2 12 bore Beretta S55 over and under, 28 ins
barrels, full & ½, ventilated rib, 70mm chambers,
polished action, single selective trigger, 13¼ ins
semi pistol grip stock with recoil pad and sling
swivels, no. B51432 £80.00 - £120.00

1200

S2 12 bore AYA Coral over and under, ejector, 28 1210
ins barrels, full & ½, ventilated rib, 70mm
chambers, game scene engraved action, baluster
fences (double triggers), 14¼ ins straight hand
stock, no. 446691 £150.00 - £250.00

S2 12 bore Baikal 27E over and under, ejector,
27,5/8 ins barrels, ¼ & ¼. ventilated rib, 70mm
chambers, black action, single trigger, 14½ ins
semi pistol grip stock with extension, no. 9079166
£50.00 - £100.00

1201

S2 12 bore Valmet over and under, ejector, 25¾
ins barrels, ½ & ¼, engine turned ventilated rib,
2¾ ins chambers, polished black action with
simple scroll engraving, sliding toplever opening,
single selective trigger, 14¼ ins semi pistol grip
stock with recoil pad, no. 105436 £150.00 £250.00

1211

S2 12 bore Baikal Model 27 over and under,
ejector, 28½ ins barrels, full & ¾, ventilated rib,
70mm chambers, black action, 14¼ semi pistol
grip stock, no. T15258 £80.00 - £120.00

1212

S2 20 bore Investarm over and under, 28 ins
barrels, ventilated rib, 3 ins magnum chambers,
folding action, single trigger, 15 ins semi pistol
grip stock with recoil pad, no. 90472 £60.00 £100.00

1213

S2 20 bore Browning Medalist Sporter over and
under, ejector, 28 ins multi choke ventilated
barrels (5 chokes plus key), ¼ ins file cut
ventilated rib, 76mm chambers, relief scroll
engraved action signed MEDALIST, single
selective trigger, 14 ins semi pistol grip stock (cut
at 12 ins & 12¾ ins, then remade), no. 49328
£300.00 - £500.00

1199

1202

1203

1204

1205

1206

1207

S2 12 bore Baikal over and under, 28,1/2 ins
barrels, full & 3/4, 70mm chambers, 14,3/4 ins
semi pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no. KN220
£10.00 - £20.00

S2 12 bore Miroku Skeet over and under, ejector,
26 ins barrels, ic & ic, 3/8 ins engine turned
ventilated rib, 2¾ ins chambers, relief scroll and
border engraved action the underside signed B. C.
MIROKU, single selective trigger, 14¼ ins semi
pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no. 346864
£400.00 - £500.00
1214
S2 12 bore Italian 'Everest' over and under, 28½
ins barrels, full & ¾, machined ventilated rib,
70mm chambers, scroll and bouquet engraved
polished side plated action (rear trigger a/f), 13¾
ins semi pistol grip stock, no. 2454 £40.00 £60.00
S2 12 bore Miroku 3800 Grade 1 over and under,
ejector, 28 ins barrels, ic & ic, broad file cut
ventilated rib with bead foresight, 2¾ ins
chambers, engraved polished action, single
selective trigger, 14,3/8 ins semi pistol grip stock
(butt cap cracked), no. 3066PYTG1 £200.00 £300.00
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S2 20 bore Beretta 687 EELL Diamond Pigeon
(c.2012) over and under, ejector, 29½ ins multi
choke barrels (5 chokes with key), raised file cut
ventilated rib, 76mm chambers, game bird scroll
and border engraved sideplated action signed
BERETTA 687 EELL, single selective trigger,
figured 15 ins semi pistol grip stock with vacant
oval and recoil pad, in maker's hard plastic case
with soft covers instructions and original wooden
and rubber butt plates, no. 32763S £2,000.00 £3,000.00

1215

Spare Lot

1216
1217

Spare Lot
Spare Lot

S2 12 bore Lincoln over and under, ejector, 30 ins
1218
multi choke barrels (3 spare chokes with key),
broad ventilated rib, 76mm chambers, game scene 1219
engraved action, single selective trigger, 14¾ ins
1220
semi pistol grip stock with recoil pad, no. 171926
£200.00 - £300.00
S2 12 bore Bettinsoli over and under, ejector, 27½
ins ventilated multi choke barrels, ½ ins file cut
ventilated rib, 76mm chambers, scroll and game
scene engraved side plated action signed ARMI
BETTINSOLI, single selective trigger, 14½ ins
semi pistol grip stock, no. 68348 £150.00 £250.00

S2 12 bore Miroku over and under, ejector, 26 ins
barrels, ic & ic, machined ventilated rib with bead
sights, 2¾ ins chambers, engraved black action,
single selective trigger, 14¾ ins semi pistol grip
stock with recoil pad, no. 506485 £150.00 £250.00

Spare Lot
Spare Lot
Spare Lot

